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Jones wins LASC presidency

.

,

Election results final after candidates' contestations

••

•
By Shelia Maxwell and Tina Travers
Hilltop Staff Reporters

•

;

!_ones, left, the LASC winner, and DeShields, who says he is ready to
work, participated in the elections.

Finally, the largest individual
school on campus has a pre°sident.
The Liberal Arts Student Council
VQted Wednesday to uphold the
results of their Sept. 29 presidential
elections, making Kelvin D. Jones III
their executive president.
The vote took place during
LASC's general body meeting held at
7 p.m. in Blackburn Center after
Jones and Kevin DeShields, Jones'
only opponent in the race, filed contestations alleging that each had
violated campaign guidelines.
According to DeShields, Jones was
seen campaigniQg inside of the
Blackburn Center, the voting site, on
the day of elections which is against
LASC's campaign rules.

''Throughout the day, people were

telling me that he (Jones) was in
Black burn Center telling people to go
down stair"s and vote," said
DeShieids . ''A council member said
that he saw Mr . Jones campaigning
and other members said that they
were told that he was campaigning (in
Blackburn),'' said the senior
microbiology major.
Jones contends he was in the area
handling his daily bu.;iness. ''I'm on
the meal plan and I'm on the yearbo,o k staff (both places located on the
lower level of Blackburn Center) and
that's why I was there,'' he said
Thursday night in a telephone
interview.
Melissa Robinson, co-chairman of
LASC's election committee, said that
the contestations were thrown out
because the candidates were unable

to prove their allegations.
''Both contestations lacked tangihie, substantial evidence within a
24-hour period," she said in the
meeting. ''Therefore, we find both
contestations void.
''The contestations filed by both
Kelvin Jones and Kevin DeShields
weren't sufficiently backed by
evidence,'' said freshman representative Rory Verrett.
''The contestations would be
legitimate only if they were backed by
evidence such as names that.the committtee could refer to and not just to
heresay, '' he said.
DeShields said that he was most
upset by the way in which the committee threw out the contestations.
He said that he felt the procedure was
unfair because of the lack of clarity
about the guidelines concerning

contestations.
''I wasn't aware of the fact that we
had to present witnesses to the elections committee within a 24-hour
period," he said. ''They should have
made it more fair by allowing
themselves more time to make a decision on it,'' he added.
The rules for contestation were
never covered by the election committee. DeShields said that he is confused about why JOnes' also filed a
contestation.
''Why would a person make a contestation against someone if he has
already won? And why would a person make a contestation against a
contestation unless he's done
something wrong?'' DeShields said.
Jones' reasons for contesting the
elec~ion were a!Il~!guous. ''I did it to
see LASC, page 2
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Metro-style buses Fulani questions Jackson candidacy
may end shuttle blues
By Victor Wright

Hilltop Staff Reporter

By Rebecca Little
Hilltop Staff Repor.ter

This Thursday marked the beginning of a gradual plan by Gold Line

Inc., a local bus company, to replace
Howard University shuttles with
Metro-Style buses.
Officials Of the company, which
has provided shuttle services for

Howard University since last year,
cited safety and timeliness as ' major

reasons for 'the change.
The present shuttles Will be phased out within the next four to five
weeks, according to Charles i... Cummings, vice president and general
manager of the company.

The new two-door suburban
transit-style buses have been completely refurbished, said Cummings
during a meeting Wednesday of
Howard's shuttle bus committee,
held in Tubman Quandrangle's conference room.
The shuttle bus committee, a
forum for airing complaints, consists
of company officials, students and
representatives from the Office of
Residence Life.
Cummings said that the 1970sseries model s have gotten new
engines, tires and automatic
transmissions which he said makes
driving in the city easier.
Cummings added that although the
buses will seat one less person than
the old shuttles, the)[ will allow for
more standing room . They will also
facilitate safer and faster loading and
unloading, as the front door will be
used for loading and the back for
unloading .

are helpful," he added.
William Keene , Dean of the Office
of Residence Life, said that he hopes
the pushing and shoving that occurs
during boarding will be eliminated.
But he added, the aggressiveness is an
indication of another problem.
''All the anxiety is a result of the
lack of confidence that another bus
will come," he said.
According to Cummings, the problem with late buses not totally
the students' fault.
''We really do want to provide a
good -service for you," said
C ummings.
''September was not our best
month by a ny means;'' Cu mmings
said, adding that he was frustrated b>•
the. number of problems students
have encountered this year. Driver
tardiness, accidents and poor studentdriver relationships are among these
problems.
,
'' If an operator does not perform
up to par, it should be reported,'' he
said. The good dfivers are always encouraged; l1owever, those who do not
perform are ''chastised'.'
James Boykin, superintendent of
operations for Gold Line Inc ., is in
charge of drivers and dispatchers in
the company . He said some drivers
have been fired in the past because of
poor performance, and in some
cases, drivers have been barred from
.handling_any jobs associated with the
see Shuttle, page 2
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HUSA CAN contributes
By Andrea M. Morehead

'

•

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Independent presidential candidate Lenora Fulani led a discussion on the viability of the Jesse
L. Jackson candidacy for the
Democratic presidential nomination at a public forum held at The
Howard University Blackburn
Center.
A crowd of approximatly 250
gathered Thursday night to listen
to Fulani and Ron Walters, a
political science professor at
Howard and Kimry Hughes, a
representative for Congressman
Watfer Fauntroy, debate the
overall significance of Jackson's
failed attempt to gain his party's
nomination .
And while the panelists generally agreed that the campaign was
important and accomplished a
great deal in advancing the
African-American agenda, they
disagreed as to the action that
should be taken in thi; upcoming
election.
Fulani, who is the first African American woman to have her
name placed on the presidental
ballot in all 50 states and territories, sai d that African Americans should abandon the
current Democratic ticket and vote
for her instead.

''We want to move people," said
Cummings. ''It will take half the time
to load and unload with the new
buses. There are also handrails which

pie going,'' she said .
CAN offers five program s:
Educate to Liberate, Partnership in
Education, Big Brother/ Big Sister,
Adopt-a-Grandparent, and Help Our
People Eat and Survive that Lewis
feels will help better relationships between Howard students and D .C.
residents.
Educate to Liberate , chaired by
Zaria Hunt tutors kindergarten
through sixth grade students in math
and reading courses. So far, the
Howard students have worked with
the Berean Baptist Church on 924
Madison St. N.W. by teaching and
''bringing stability in the lives of
children,'' said Rev. Robert Childs,
pastor of the church. The tutors are
helping students from Brightwood
Elementary, located in Northeast
Washington and children from
'IGrean.
. '' Howard University st udents are
qllalified teachers who care," said
Childs. ''I am really proud of
students' concerns and their i11volve-

To bridge the gap between the surrounding community and student
body, the Howard University Studen1
Association is sponsoring a vOlunteer
project called Communit y Action
Network.
According to CAN director, Sherri
Lewis, the purpose of the project is
to address various social problems
and need"s in the District.
''This · year, we want to form a
liaison with the community . We as
black students, have a responsibility
as blessed people to help those who
are less fortunate,'' said Lewis.
Lewis said that the biggest problem
facing CAN right now is the lack of
volunteers.
''We need dedicated people to
devote time to help these kids with
their studies. They've Sotten the short
end of the stick in life,'' said Hunt.
''The more people we have, the better we can serve the community. We
have a commitment to keep the black
community going; to keep our peo- see CAN, page 2

Presidential candidate Lenora Fuloni visits campus Thursday.

Students focus on careers .
-

By Kalena Hammock
Hilltop Staff Repo rter

of General Motors, said he felt that
the program was well organized and
that he was pleased with the number
of st udents who were there.
''Student turnout has been prt:t.ty
good. Students seem prepared to talk
with us. We try to volunteer as much
information about the company' to
them," he said.
Toyloy advises that students do
research about a co mpany and to
prepare for their career before they
began their job search.
''Students should get background
about the company. They should
know what kind of job they want
before they start interviewing," he

Students interested in pursuing a
career in business, engineering or the
sciences were able to network with
representatives of major businesses
and corporations during Career Explorai:ion Day held Wednesday at Armour J. Blackburn Center.
Recruiters representing approx·imately 135 companies were present.
The companies came to distribute information and to talk with students
about purSuing careers within their
companies.
Rufus Robinson of the Office of
Career Planning and Placement . added.
Equa~ Opportunity Publications
organized Career Exploration Day.
. Robinson said the program gives president John R . Phillips said that
students the opportunity to talk with he was impressed by the age group
that he saw in the conference.
professionals in their chosen fields.
''Freshmen and sophomores ·are
''Students are able to make inquiries about the company that they coming to talk to companies. The
are interested in. The company in first two years of college are the best
turn, tells students about what its time for students to learn about the
needs are and what kind of people companies they are interested in,"
Phillips said.
they are hiring;' ' Robinson said.
According to Robinson, during the
Bill Everette of Johnson and
past 18 years that Career Day has
been held the number of companies Johnson Consumer Products, Incorporated, said that events like Career
has continually increased .
''It is now at a point where the Exploration Day can help a student
number of companies represented is in the future.
''A student is able to meet with
at full capacity,'' he said.
Basil Toyloy, a hardware engineer recruiters and he can submit his
from Delco Incorporated, a division resume to apply for a job. This helps

-

Fulani said that AfricanAmericans have been taken for
granted by the Democratic party
and should not vote for Michael
Dukakis to protest the party's ''ex- •
clusion'' of the race and their
concerns.
''I ho~ that if Michael Dukakis
loses, Dr~ Lenora Fulani is to
blame," she told the audience.
The candidate hopes to capture •
2 percent of the national electoral
vote. She believes that it is this
margin that could decide the outcome in a few decisive states in
which Bush and Dukakis are virtually tied.
''We
must
defeat
the
Democratic Party and teach them
not to take black America for
granted. the African-American
and all people of colo~have suffered under the polocies of
democrats and republicans alike.
'' Both reject the black agenda
and the Rainbow social vision.
That's why a vote for Dukakis
now would be a throw-away vote,
sending a message to the
Democratic party bosses that they
can breathe easily- we are once
again handing them a blank
check,'' she said.
Fulani hopes that by keeping the
Democratic_party out of the White
see Fulani, pilge 2
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Students talk to recruiters at Career Exploration Day.
a student get ahead of the competi- trical Engineering major, a~so expressed concern over the amount of
tion,'' Everette said.
''The Career Day was great,'' said . space provided for Career Day.
''There was· a larger volume of
Holli Bradley, a junior in the School
of Engineering. ''I got a summer in- people and a lot of pushing around,''
ternship . out of it. This is the third she said.
Both Montgomery and Bradley
one that I have been to and out of the
three, this was the best,'' she added. suggested moving the location of
''Each of the companies that were , Career Day to one with more space.
Thomas Cardwell, a pre-medical
represented had more than one person to talk to. The only problem was 1 student, agreed with moving the site
that there were a lot of students there of the program.
and it was overcrowded," said
''The Career Exploration Day cenBradley.
tralized on two areas which were
Lisa Montgomery, a senior Elec- business and engineering,'' he said .
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Campus events
Friday, Oct. 7. All subruissipns
for the 1988 Homecoming Float
Competition are due in the
Homecoming chairman's office.
This year's Vheme is ''And Still We
. Rise ." The winning design will
receive tickets to all events and
$100.

'

.

Friday, Oct. 7, Noon. There will
be a meeting held for volunteers
for the 1988 Corllmunication Conference in room 318 in the C.B.
Powell Building. Those planning
to receive the $50 volunteer stipen<l; must attend the meeting .

'

Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct.
11-12, 4-5 p.m .. WHMM-TV 32
will host an on-air promotions
seminar in Studio ''B. '' Gayle
Jessup, associate field producer of
WHMM-TV will be the speaker.
I -

Tuesday, Oct. l 'l , 5:30 p.m. The
Howard University Graduate Film
Students Association will sponsor
''An Evening With the Assistant
D.irectors Training Program'' in
the west screening room in C.B .
Powell Building . Elizabeth
Stanley, the program' s administrator will lead the
discuss ion .

.

Friday, Oct. 7 1 5 p.m. The
Afrikan Student Association will
hold a meeting in the Armour J .
Blackburn Center in Room 146 .
Free food and drink s will be
served.

Tuesday, Oct. 11, '7 p.m .•
UMOJA ~ill present ''Why You
Treat Me So Bad?'' a lecture on
black male and female relationships in the School 6f Business
auditorium.

•

Fulani
Friday, Oct. 21, 7:30 p.m ••
Jenifer Lewis will perform in
''Showtime ,at the Blackburn:
From Billie to Lena with Jenifer.''
Comedian Andy Evans will be the
master of ceremony and Keith
Marks will be the musician.
Tickets are $15 for general admission and $10 for students and
alumni. Tickets are available at
Cra.mton Auditorium.

i

CAN

continued from page J

continued from page 1

House by means of the Africanment to the community. They bring
American vote, democrats will be a sense of excitement and hope to the
forced to fight for Africanchildren,'' he said.
Americans and address their needs if
In addition to teaching children
they want to recapture these votes
educational skills, CAN also exposes
· and the presidency.
them to cultural activities . Kathleen
''Cost the democrats the White
Beavers, chairman of Partner in
House and they will be forced to deal
Education said !hat this program
with the black agenda.'' she said.
allows a Howal'J student to visit
Tuesday, Oct. 25, 7:30-9:30
Warters disagreed with Fulani, sayneighboring , Lewis Elementary
a.m. The Howard University
ing that political abandonment would
School or other local schools to read
Small Business Development
serve only to hurt African-Americans
poetry, folk tales and other cultural
Center presents the ''Export Now
and stiffle their agenda. Walters said
activities in the classroom .
Roundtable'' breakfast discussion
the most impo,rtant lesson learned
''It's very important that we exat the Howard Inn on 2225
from the Jackson campaign was that
pose our black youth culturally,"
Georgia Ave., N.W. The topic of
it taught African-Americans that parsaid Beavers.
the discussion will be ''Indicatiors
ticipation wa~ the most effective way
Teaching and exposing elementar)
of Political and Economic Risk.''
to fight for change. Walters pointed
students to educational, social and
A $30 pre-registration fee is reto the 22 new seats created on the • cultural aspects of life can also be
quired . An additional $10 will be
Platform Committee for t_he
achieved through Big Brother / Big
added as a late fee if paid on site.
Democratic Party and Jackson's apSister, said the program's co·
pointment of the members.
chairman, Lisa Brown.
Walters said,'' 1988 was significant
In an attempt to provide positive
because we were able to unify blacks
mentors for community youth, Big
and black leadership ... the Jesse
Brother/ Big Sister matches a !foward
Jackson campaign was an opportuniwith a compatible little .brother or
ty for agenda setting within the
sister from the surrounding
Democratic Party for blacks. It was
not been raised since the 60's.
a very important opportunity for
Follo\Y'ing his lecture, Karenga
those of us who .a re socially responentertained questions from the sible to participate in the election,"
audience. One student questioned he said.
•
Karenga on the issue of whether
Walters added that the traditional
African-American women should
wear their hair natural. Karenga said roles of African-Americans in the
continued from page 1
electoral process is an ineffective
that while he does prefer ''naturals,''
means to insure representation in
a woman should not be judged on her
University .
presidential
elections.
appearance, but on her actions .
Boykin added that Howard has
''The traditional role of blacks as
- ''I would rather that-We foCused on voters is an expost-facto claim on the structured its bus schedule in such a
what one does rather than her ap- presidency to get our point across. It way that it may not always be possible to meet the times. He said plans
pearance,'' he said.
is a bankrupt policy because it only
He also responded to one student's works when the political temperment are presently being made to amend
concern about the universities of the country is on our side. the bus schedules.
''It's not like we don't recognize
African-American Studies depart- However the country is not on our
ment . The student said that the white side and therefore a more aggresive problems here. We are aware of what
is going on,•• said Boykin.
universities were getting the better tactic is needed," he said.
''Students depend on the buses and
professors in that area.
·
Walters was referring specifically
Karenga simply suggested that to the process of Africa,n-Americans they have a right to a high level of serthere be dialogue between students voting in blocks for liberal vice. We don't want them to have to
and
administrators
1n
the democratic candidates whom they see tolerate unfair service."
Also among the eight people predepartment.
as the lesser of two evils when ·c omMatthew Middleton, a sophomore pared to the rival Republican sent at the committee meeting were
Mike Herdon, assistant to Rev .
majoring in political science, said that candidate.
James Coleman, who is the assistant
he was impressed with Karenga's
''The relevance of the Jackson
speech, especially with his ability to campaign are self-evident. The
compile a large amount of informa- · phenomenon of Jackson is that we
tion in a short amount of time.
have found a new way to work within
''I think it was very interesting, I'm the
system,''
he
said .
glad I came. It was really enlightenThe forum was sponsored by the
ing," said freshman Kelly Adams .
Howard University Student Association and was moderated by Ras
continued from page J
Baraka, the organization's program
director .
protect myself, because I knew that
he [DeShields] would contest, ' ' he
said. Jones sai<l he knew DeShields
Shrona Foreman contributed to this was also violating the proximity rule
and he felt a counter contestation was
story.
needed.

-Kwanzaa founder visits H. U.
By Ge~rge Daniels -,
~ i ll top

r taff Reporter

Dr. Maul a~a Karenga, the founder
of the Afri ~ an - American holiday
Kwanza, capfivated an audience o f
400 Wednesday evening in Cramton
Auditorium ~s he enlightened them
o n the Afri c3. n-American crisis.
The profe~sor of black studies was
the.' feature9' speaker in the fir st of
three presen ~ ation s in the Distinguished Lecture Serie's, spon sored by
Howard' s ~actuate Student Council .
Karenga egan his speech, entitled ''The Fu damental Crisis in Black
Life: AnalYsis and Alternatives'' by
discussing what he thought were majo r prob(em s in the Afri can American community . He said that
tti e cri sis bf cu·lture is the biggest
dilemma .
''We have the wrong commitments
and ·priorities," saidKarenga. ''We
have an abundance of popular
culture as oppo-sed to national
culture, '' he said .
Th e speaker defined national
culture as ''the self conscien ce
th ought and practice by which a people creates it self, celebrates and sustains it sel f, introducing itself to
hi story and humanity. "

Popular culture, he said, is the
''uncritical reaction to the demand of
daily life.''
Karenga told the audience that the
center of the crisis today is that the
African-American
community
disi~tegrates. He used the AfricanAmerican family as an example.
''It is not simply a question of the
male leaving. It is not simply a question of the woman being im proverished. It is a question of
neither one of them having adequate
institutional support for any aspiration they hac!1 ' ' said KarenJ!:a.
''Everything we do and do not do
becomes history," said Karenga. ' '
History is a contribution to our selfunderstanding. ''
On the political side, Karenga called
for
the
establishment
of a African-American political party, an African-American united front
and ethical politics. He applauded the
Jackson campaign for puttirig
African-Americans on the political
agenda which raised the important
dialogue
that
· had
1
He listed seven fundamental. areas
where he felt the culture should be
revolutionized . Those areas, .he said,
include religion, history and political
organization .
1
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Travel to schools
across the country as
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I
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.
Meet the players and_
the coaches and cover
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o.m e· to .a meeting on
uesday, at 4:30 p.m.
r ca11-636-6866
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community.
''It is our hope that the Howard
student will act as a positive role
model and mentor for the young
child during this school term," said
Brown.
· To help the older generation, CAN
has begun a program s.imilar to Big
Brother/ Big Sister called Adopt-aGrandparent headed by Vera Davis.
It focuses on students interacting.with
the elderly, often reqµiring visits to
a nearby nursing home.
''We students have a lot to give
older people. By adopting a grandparent, you can learn a lot, too. They
have a lot to tell," said Davis.
The program also addresses issues
that affect the elderly by hosting
seminars seminars about health,
nutrition, diseases and weight control, said Davis.
CAN's dedication also----errte~ the
ring to fight the plight of
homelessness, an issue that is steadily increasing in the District and nationally, said Arlinda Pierce, .chairman of Help Our People Eat and
Survive.
Better known as HOPES, the
branch Of CAN focuses on collecting
clothing and food through drives and
encouraging other organizations to
contribute time and goods to their
efforts.
to the dean of special programs and
Van Johnson, director of· student
concerns and grievances for HUSA.
Cummings and Keene both said
that they want to keep the communication lines open between
students, Gold Line and l::loward officials. They both added that student
input is necessary.
''In the real world there will always
be problems,' ' said Keene. ''It is up
to us to work together an.d make
something positive out of them."
Elka Ford, a member pf.J<ist year's
bus committee, said she is glad the
new bu ses have fin311y been
implemented.
''It means they are taking our opinions seriously," she s<iid.
Virgil Hayes, who attended the
meeting, said he is going to miss the
comfort of the old buses, but ''if the'
new ones are going to help solve our
problems, then so be it."
DeShields has feques"ted to become
a senior class representative. ''I ' ll
work along with [Jones]. I just think
he abused the rules ~to get che position, but, as long as he -shows me
some concrete work, then I'll work
with him ," he said .
According to the L-ASC constitution, Jones will not be formally
rec9gpized aS president l,lntil two
transitional meetings are-.held, both
to be led by acting presidef\t Kimberly
Churchwell .•
~ ,r

HOMECOMING I988
''AND STILL WE RISE... ''
October 14, 1988 (Friday)·

October 20, 1988 (Thurs)

PRE-HOMECOMING
PARTY
·
11 :OOpm

FASHION SHOW
Cramton Auditorium
7 :OOpm I st show
IO:OOpm 2nd show

October 15.1988 (Saturday)
MISS HOWARD
PAGEANT
Cramton Auditorium
7:00pm

October 21, 1988 (Friday)

October 16, 1988 (Sunday)

KASINO NIGHT
(Dinner / Theater)
Blackburn Ballroom
Sponsor:
Blackburn
Center
S:OOpm

CHAPEL SERVICE
Rankin Chapel
1 l:OOam

HOWARDFEST
Main Yard
All day
•

October 16, 1988 (Sunday)
•

•

GOSPEL CONCERT
Cramton Auditorium
7:00pm

October 17, 1988 (Monday)
PUTT-IN' ON THE LIPS
Cramton Auditorium
7:00pm

bctober 18, 1988 (Tuesday)
VARIETY SHOW
Cramton Auditorium
7:00pm ·
'

October 19, 1988 (Wed)
INTERNATION ' ·. L DAY
Blackburn Bal' r im
7 :OOpm - 12 Midnight

October 22, 1988 (Sat)
PARADE
Georgia & Fairmont St.
S:OOam
HOMECOMING
FOOTBALL
GAME
Greene Memorial Stadium
Howard '' Bison'' vs _
North Carolina ''Aggies''
POP CONCERT
Cramton Auditorium
7:00pm !st show
I O:OOpm 2nd show

,

•

Individual ticket sales will begin Tuesday,
October 11th in Cramton Auditorium.
For further information call 636-5426.

•
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Local;· National
Activists lobby for
A DS
Bill
of
Rights
'
I

1

Peace Corps offers
graduate degree credit . I
'

'

Y Yancey Walker

rilltop Staff Reporter

Reggie Williams is terminally ill
with a sexually transmitted disease.
Since being diagnosed in 1985, he has
gone through all of the emotional
responses; denial, fear, apathy and
hatred, Out now he is dedic3.ting the
remainder of his life to gaining civil
rights rdr AIDS sticken people.
Willia.'ms, the fowtder and project
director jof the National Task Force
on AIDS Prevention of the National
Association of Black and White Men
T ogethet, was one of the keynote
speaker! Thursday during the first
day of meetings in Washington, D.C.
to discuss ratifying an AIDS Bill of
0

The Hillt_op/Friday, October 7, 1988

Rights. 1

Williams', and other gay and
AIDS rights activists', mission on
Capital Hill today is to promote the

By Ori Dixon

need of legislation to prevent AIDS,
AIDS discrimination and to focus on
the particular role of AfricanAmericans in the AIDS crisis.
He said that the legislation would
prevent employers, insurance companies and private citizens from discriminating against AIDS victims,
adding that informing the public
about the true facts
of the virus and
1
outlining a feder al plan to find a cure
are the other goals of the bill.
A resident of the District, Williams
said that a federal bill would stop
conservative white legislators, driven
by ''AIDS Phobia," from passing
state legislation ·promoting guarantines of AIDS carriers.
His task force is one of 32 institut·i ons to be funded by the Center of
Disease Control in Atlanta. The task
force stresses ~ducatio,n and risk

Hilltop Staff Reporter

AIDS victim, Reggie Williams.

see AIDS, page 11
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Hyatt forms minority program; city drops bias suit
Conflict over Cornrow policy prompts hotel chain to arrange college internships
an who was employeed as a reservations agent at the JW Marriott
Hotel in the Dis.t rict. After facing
dismissal for refusing to changer
her hairstyle , the woman took
Marriott to court and won $40,000
in damages.
Although Hyatt and the Human
Rights office settled on the internship Aug. 25 and dropped actions
against Hyatts' cornrown policy,
Boone said th at she plans on pursuing her case seperately.
She noted that although the case
has gained a lot of publicity, it has
been over-rated and blown out of
proportion.
''It is not as big as it seems. It
[the new minority internship program] is something that should
have been standard," she said ,
adding that ''The internships were
offered to keep the Office of Hu.man Rights off their back s."
In a Aug. 25 press conference,
Tom Perry, assistant vice president of Human Resources of
H yatt Hotel s Corporation,
stressed, ''Hyatt's agressive efforts to recruit, train and retain
minority employees," noting that
only 2.4 percent of the approximately 10,000 students enrolled in
the nations 17 leading hospitality
education
program s
were
African-Americans.

By Kimberly M. Esmond
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The Hyatt Hotels Corporation
succumbed to pressure from the
District of Columbia Office of
Human Rights last month after a
_,number of complaints were
registered regarding a policy that
called for the firing of employees
witlrthe cornrow braids hairstyle .
Sydney
Boone,
23,
a
hotel/motel management major at
Howard University was one of the
key reasons behind Hyatt' s
changed policy and newly instituted minority internship program.
A telephone operator at the
Grand Hyatt in downtown
Washington, Boone was told that
cornrows were not permitted for
Hyatt employees and, consequently, wore a wig during the summer
of 1988 to keep her job.
Boone's attorney, Eric Steele,
noted that his clients' accomodation to wear a wig was a result of
Hyatts' ''petty apartheid-ty,pe
rule."
He contended that Boone and
other Hyatt employees fired because of the rule, should be
offered new jobs with Hyatt and
receive compensatory damages.
A similar incident occurred
with an African-American worn-

According to Steele, the Office
of Human Rights neglected its
duty of protecting residents of the
District. ''The deal cut between
the Office of Human Rights and
the Hyatt should have iilcluded
those actually affected.''
A spokeswoman for the Office
of Human Rights said that the
change of Hyatt policy does not
change the status of seperate com-

1
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We will conduct,
''periodic monitor·
ing ... to check with
different parties in·
valved to
see
whether or not things
are okay.''
-Janice Smith
plaints.
''Our action does n.o t affect
present compalints or future complai.nts,'' said Janice Smith of the
D.C. Office of Human Rights.
The Hyatt reportedly offerred
•

Boone an out of court settlement
for an undisclosed amount, but
Boone saiP, that she was not satisfied with it. She responded by filing suit with the D.C. Federal
Court, and Steele said that he expects that the case will take six
months to come to trial.
Steele said that he and Boone
are also-waiting for the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission to intervene on behalf of all
of the women across the country
involved in- the case and
collectively bring a class action
suit against the Hyatt corporation.
He added ' that the sucess of
Hyatt's new minority hotel
management internship program
remains to be seen. Smith noted
that the Office of Human Rights
will conduct ''periodic monitoring
through phone calls to check with
different parties involved to see
whether or not things are okay."

Since it was organized by President
Kennedy in 196I, the Peace Corps
has done a lot of things for a lot of
people. Many of its participants have
been college students and graduates
who valued their Peace Corps experiences over their college experieinces. Now people working
towards a masters' degree can enjoy
the benefits of both.
, The United States Peace Corps has
t"rained approximately 120,000 volun. teers...to ~aid more than one million
people annually in nearly 90 underdeveloped countries.
Now a Peace Corps volunteer serving for two years overseas can earn
credit towards a masters degree. Approximately
10
universities
throughout the United States participate in the two-year.old program instituted by the Peace Corps.
The
first university to implement the programs was Rutgers University in New
Brunswick, N.J. Through the Rutgers' program, which began in 1986,
students are able to earn six graduate credits toward a master of public
policy degree.
The credits earned while serving in
the Peace Corps can count towards
a number of other degrees. Other
universities offer similar programs in
different fields. The University of
Alabama at Birmingham and Boston
University both offer a master of
public health program.
The University of South Carolina
at Columbia offers a master's degree
in special education, Yale University
and Colorado State University offer
programs in Forestry and Texas
Womens' University offers a master's
in Nursing.
In September, the University of the
District of Columbia Became the only university in the metropolitan
Washington, D.C. area to have instigated the program.
UDC offers a .masters of arts
degree in educatio·n with a specialization in adult education in conjuction with service overseas for the
Peace Corps tour. The seven universities are the only institutions of
higher learning in the United States

offering college credit toward: a
ma~ters' degree.
,
''In the near future we expect .to
have more graduate schools in the
program," said Louis Greenstein,
head of the graduate school program.
Greenstein said that in addition to
these programs, the Peace Corps
offers each volunteer an allowance,
saved while overseas, and Guaranteed Student Loan deferments, to
make a master's degree affordable
for all of its volunteers.
The Ford Foundation recently gave
Rutger~ University $100,000 towards
financial aid for students who wish
to enter the Master's program.

'' /

'

''We would like all
minorities to share in
the opportunities
that the Peace
Corps has to offer. ''
-Lynn Ross

''Our minority recruitment is very
low and we are trying to change that.
We try to help all people, but we are
especially interested in getting minorities to take advantage of our program,'' he added.
Greenstein said that minorities
make up less than two percent of the
Peace Corps' master's program and
that African-American involvement
in the program is even lower than
that.
African-Americans represent less
than one percent in the graduate
school program. ''We Would like all
minorities to share in the opportunities that the Peace Corps has to
offer,'' said Peace Corps Volunteer
J. ynn Ross.
Greenstein noted that any United
States citizen, with a bachelors'
degree and is medfcally qualified is
eligible. Married couples are accepted if both spouses volunteer and couples with dependents are very rarely
accepted.

Quayle, Bentsen square-off in debate
•

Apartheid goes -unaddressed by presidential campaigns
By Jason Johnson and
Tracey Davis
Hilltop Staff Reporters

Senators "Lloyd Bensten (D-Tex.}

and Dan Quayle (R-lnd.) outlined

In a word, it's irresistible. The spirit of strivin
winning comes on strong
the moment you meet one of our Kraft employees. And that· same spirit
will win you over when you get to know the kind of ()pportunities and
numerous challenges we have to offer you at Kraft. (
Now, you can catch the excitement in Systems Development, Sales, or
Management Training. No one has a way with these operations like we do.
Because when you know K'raft, you'll know what the combined excellence
of quality people and superb management policies can achieve.
· We're a sophisticated, quality organization pioneering new methodologies
in every business area we touch. And we're looking for a few 'more quality
people ready to hit stride. Here's a list of the backgrounds we can use:

Business Administration ..... Marketing
Economics . . . . . . . . . Liberal Arts
Management Information Systems
Kraft Information Exchange

October 12

The Howard Inn
lntervi~wing

Octoberl3-14

Schedules
Check with your Placement Office
for further details

•

____ ___

At Kraft we've made your personal career satisfaction a top priority. But
don't just
., take
.. our word for it.
.;.;._.;.~----
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general descriptions of programs they
would support and attacked each
others records at WeClnesday's vice
presidential debates, conducted in
Omaha, Neb.
The debate, sponsored by the
League of Women Voters, was televised on all three major television
networks.
Since his selection by GOP
presidential nominee George Bush,
Quayle has been the target of hcirsh
criticism regarding his qualifications,
character and past personal activities.
During the debate Quayle prompted heated exchanges between himself
and Bensten when he compared himself to former President John F.
Kennedy.
''I served with Jack Kennedy. I
knew Jack Kennedy. Jack Kennedy
was a friend of mine. Senator, you're
no . Jack Kennedy," responded
Bensten.
Q1J.ayle was ambiguous when asked
\ about the use of military forces to
fight the war on drugs. ''We are using our military assests in a prudent
way to deal with interdiction. It's a
tremendous problem and there is no
easy solution,'' he said.
Bensten said that he would support
an increased role for the military in
the war on drugs and attacked
Quayle's voting record on anti-drug
legislation.
''The senator from Indiana was
one of the dozen senators that voted
against it. Under a Dukakis/Bensten
administration, we'd put one person
in charge in the war on drugs and
we'd commit the resources to get the
job done.''
Quayle went on to note that he
supports family aid programs so long
as the aid is connected with strong
work requirements.
''This administration and a George
Bush administration will be commit-

ted to eradicating poverty. To help

-·

Michael Duk.alt.is
the poor we'll have a commitment to
the programs and those programs
will go on.
Bensten contradicted Quayle, saying that Quayle has apposed all legis~
lation to aid working poor and
families on welfare.
An issue not discussed in either the
presidential or vice presidential debates was policies regarding ·trade
with South Africa and what additional steps would be taken to end
apartheid in that South Africa.

•

in the South African governmental
system.
Bush has also said that he encourages the establishment of
''strong democratic black pQlitical''
institutions and practical programs
which would strengthen South African blacks politically and economically.
However, he has not outlined any
specific steps for the development of
these programs, or foi- the elimination of apartheid.

Democratic nominee Michael
In a statement on foreign policy,
Bush said that he has taken a dual Dukakis has ouilined specific stePs
position on apartheid. The statement for the termination of apartheid.
confirms that Bush will continue to
support the 1986 Comprehensive
In a s't atement on peace and justice
Anti-Apartheid Act, which enforces in South Africa, Dukakis said that he econorD.ic sanctio~s on U.S. com.pa- . would apply tougher economic and
nies that trade with South Africa. diplomatic pressure on the South
Bush said that he will not recommend African government.
any further sanctions.
Those steps include implementing
According to Bush, ''The political
and economic effect of sanctions stronger sanctions as well as· a, ''mulhave been marginal to negative.'' The tilateral agreement with U.S. allies
statement said that he advocates the for a more comprehensive trade emuse of negotiation to promote change bargo'' against South Africa. ·

•

Interested in:
·Interviewing representatives from every federal agency.
· •Tracking down the heads of national organizations.
,._,
-Keeping tabs on Mayor Barry and D.C. government offices.
.
.
-Or meeting the movers and shakers in the U.S. government on Capital Hill?
Write for the Local / National section of The Hilltop.
Call Robert Vickers at 636·6866 today!

We'll Make A Believer Out Of You
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Editorials
Boaters alive and kickin'
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1.

pionship, which was disputed by other schools
because Howard's t eam had "too many
foreigners.''
What they were complaining about was the
attractiveness of Howard to dominating players from the Carribean and West Africa, and
their own inability to offer any type of comparable program. Two years earlier, the
Booters won their first national championshi~
but were stripped of the title after allegations,
that were later proved false, surfaced about
one player who was supposedly ineligible,
Despite-being forced to comply with these
ridiculous regulations and accusation,
Howard's soccer program has developed into
a force. Come out and see what an exciting
style of soccer the Booters play.
If you've never seen a soccer game before,
this·is an excellent opportunity to see a dynamic team, Any athelete can testify that a large
supportive crowd can make the difference in
a close game. We should be there to cheer them
to another ·big · win. NCAA rules nonwithstanding, Howard soccer will continue to provide our university with a source of pride and
excitement, Go Bison!

The Howard University Soccer team
deserves a pat on the back. Without a lot of
hype or fanfare, our Booters have developed
into one of the very best soccer teams in the
country, Attaiping their heights through perspiration and unity, they take their 8-0 record
and an 11 game winning streak into an important tournament this weekend,
Their early victories over national powers
William and Mary, American, and Maryland
have proved that this year's squad is no joke,
and also have put them in excellent shape for
a · playoff spot and a chance at the national
championship. Because the team is relatively
small and soccer is not a large revenue producing spoft, many of their efforts go unnoticed
and unsupported by the Howard community.
But playing as well as they are, they are attracting a lot of attention to the university from
elsewhere, and they are representing all of us
a\:lmirably.
There has been much made of the so-called
"Howard Rule", which states that no more
than five foreign soccer players at a time may
be given scholarships. This rule came about after a 1974 Howard squad comprised mainly of
international students won the n:::itinn:::il cham-

Do we have a choice?
This week saw another unsubstantial debate
pass us by, but one that raises many interesting
questions.
The questions focused on issues such as
Social Security, campaign contributions from
political action committees, and the environment. But the real issue seemed very clear: Is
Dan Quayle qualified to be vice president? Will
Lloyd Bentsen, whose voting record on Aid to
the Contras, the Gramm Rudman Deficit Bill
and the death penalty more ·closely resembles
Ronald Reagan than Mike Dukakis, support
the Democratic platform or will he continue
to be a conservative?
Time and time again, the issue of Quayle's
qualifications for the presidency arose, and the
answer wasJukewarm. 'I'm qualified because
I said I'm qualified,' simply does not hold up
as an answer. Recent 'polls have shown that
voters are questioning his capabilities to lead
America, which raises the issue of Bush's selection process. His Republican colleagues have
not been shy about calling it a bad choice; he
could .have certainly found a running mate
with more credentials.
Quayle appears to be a student of Ronald
Reagan's, one who rehearses what is written

'

and regurgitates it without even knowing what
he said, This is not to say that Bentsen is any
better. ·
Bentsen, a conservative voter who always
seemed to have his hand out for contributions
from lobbyists
is notorious for the
"Breakfast Club," in which he invited lobbyists to have breakfst with him for $10,000
each. This is a blatant example of how far
Bentsen is willing to go for a handout from
wealthy interest.
Bentsen dropped the idea when it became
public and has since referred to it as a 'doozy
of a mistake.' But since he only thought it was
a bad idea when the the story appeared in the
newspaper, his judgement must also be
questioned .
Will someone fro.w,,,ither ticket please tell
us specifically how thq are going to improve
the plight of African-"llmericans? In fact, the
only candidate who seems to remember that
there are other voters in this country who are
not white males is Dr. Lenora Fulani. Her can· didacy for the presidential office has become
more viable since the choice of Bentsen and
Quayle was offered.

No justice for D.C.
The House's recent vote demanding the
repeal of the D.C. Gay Rights Law, as well as
their tightening of funds for abortions for poor
women, is a smack in the face for D.C.
residents.
Home rule, or the right to choose the laws
that govern ourselves, has been put on the back
burner. D.C. residents are · expected to live
under the laws that congress alone chooses.
Our elected officials, such as Delegate
Walter Fauntroy, seem to have been relieved
of their ability io effectively decide for
themselvi:s, the laws and rules affecting our
hves. While we are here at Howard all of us
are d!rectly affected by the Congres~' treating
th~ d1str1ct as·not a group of tax paying, voting
c1t1zens, but as a political football.

•

If Congress can legally deny homosexuals
benefits and rights, where will the line be
drawn? If tax paying, productive District
residents, who happen to be gay, can have their
rights revoked, we are all threatened.
Women, racial minorities and· "outsider''
groups in this city now live in fear of waking
up one day with their constitutional rights
removed. Fauntroy has complained that
"D.C. has been humiliated by Congress which
has exerted raw, naked power over us.''
Howard students should galvanize behind
this effort to strip us of our self government,
because if we do Jot do something now, our
voice· in federal gdvernment will be muted by
a cong.ressional power game.

IT AGMN!
Letters to the editor
Alumni cheerleaders
defend integrity
Dear Editor
The Howard University Alumni
Cheerleaders Association (HUACA),
a group _of highly professional
women w{io are former Howard
cheerleaders submit the following
response in defense of their integrity.
The article written by Lenore Verra

on September 16, 1988 "Cheerleaders
show new attitude'' lacked valid
background information and in
many instances statements were
contradictory.
The statement from the article that
the same Cheers and chants are taught
year after year is not true . Through
the years spectators have confused
cheers and chants not realizing that
there is a difference. A cheer consists
of a squad formation with sharp,
distinct movements which tells a story
'
and may moVe into other formations
with steps, stomps, stunts or mounts
and few words.
Chants, according to the H.o ward
University Cheerleaders' Handbook,
are snappy sayings and steps done oil

•

•

•

Soviet Communist Party leader Mikhail
Gorbachev has revamped the structure of the
party leadership and molde,d ,it into his own
image, He has filled the leadership positions
within the Soviet Union with officials of his
own generation who share his views. This action will most certainly shape international
relations into •the 21st cent\lry
How will the next president deal with the
Soviet Union? This qµestion is critically important to our national security, because the
threat of nuclear war hangs over all. of our
heads,
During the last eight years, we have seen an
escalation of tensions created by the stockpiling of bombs and weapons. We have also seen
our president fan the flames of fear with
references to the Soviet Union as an "evil Empire.''
• But the Gorbachev regime has shown a willingness to negotiate arms treaties, because they
are certainly no safer than 1we are, Gorbach~v's
• reorganization of leadership ~eems to ac-

'

-

'
during foorball and
basketball season. The words may
change according to the athletic
season. Chants can be Created by the
squad or obtained from the spectators, books, records or other
schools. Whereas, cheers for the
Howard University cheerleaders will
be original. Cheers from other
schools, colleges, will not be done by
Howard cheerleaders.
All squad members were required ·
each year to make up cheers and
chants specifically designed for that
squad. The cheerleaders knew from
whence they came. They had no problems with their identity. They were
cheerleaders not a pep squad. They
knew their purpose was to lead cheers
and boost school spirit. ThCy were
able to relate to the world around
them through the purpose of carrying the name of the Howard University cheerleaders in a respectable
manner.
They
posessed
distinguishing qualities of leadership,
decisiveness, dependability, endurance, initiative and unselfishness.
The former cheerleaders and past
coaches have worked diligently and
unselfishly thrOugh the years for the
benefit of Howard in spite of unnecessafy hardships, mist'ortunes and.

misinformation. The women of
HUACA will continue to encourage
sportsmanship and proffiOte a high
plane of physical and inoral excellence in the sport of cheerleading
which challenges the individual to
strive towards his / her fullest
J'Otential.
Brenda G. Jen·kins
Former H .U. Cheerleader-Coach,
Co-Founder HUACA

Security responds·
Dear Editor,
Your cartoon on page 4 of the
Sept. 30th Hilltop was unnecessarily
offensive and tasteless. To imply that
Howard Security personnel murder
the English language slanders each
officer and apeals to the lower instincts of your readers .
Effective humor is witty and
penetrating; your cartoon failed on
both counts. The cartoonist should
apologize for such heavy handedness.
'
Lawrence S. DawSon
Associate Director~
Security Division

•

I

Hope for the future
1

.
'the-- sideline

celerate the pace of political reform and to step
away from mutually assur~d destruction onto
a healthier ground of tolerance and
understanding,
Gorbachev has not made the Soviet Union
the promised land yet. There have been few
changes in the areas that affect the majority
of the people. The stores are low on consumer
goods and groceries and living conditions in
most of the rural parts of the country are poor.
But the same can be said about the United
States
'Gorbachev is now in a position to make
strides in the future by realigning the Soviet
political structure to replace centraJ plann~ng
committees and bureaucracies with
democratically electing governing bodies, This
push in a new direction bodes well for future
relations with the Soviet Union, It is now our
responsibility to elect leaadership committed
to lessening the hostility that exists between our
'
two nations.
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designed specifically
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''THURSDAY MIGHT
COLLEGE JAM''
Friday '' Free Jazz Happy Hour'' ... 4-8pm

.

''Friday After Hours Jam'' ... 8 -3am ($4)
in conjunction with
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University of Maryland, College Park
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·Intro. to The Short Story
Wlicn Carla told n1c that n1\' date
\Vas a little short, I thought she \,-,1s
ta lki ng doll ar~ hnd cents, not feet and
i11cl1cs. So tl1c1·0 I \\ as at rl1c doo1·, i11
niv spikctl heck, staring at the top <>f

•

1

111\'

d;;1tc's l1cad.

.

· All I coukl lth ink \Vas; 110\V do I
get myself out Qfthis' I cou ld in1agine
ho\v niv legs \vould ache ifl had t<> 'valk
around \Vith n1V knees hcnt all e\·ening.
So to stal l tor rin1c, \vhile figuri ng
out ho\v to fake nia laria, I 111,1dc us .
sonic Double Dutch Chocol.1tc.
When I l1rought it into the living
-roon1, I discovered that Garv \Vas
a chocolate Jo,·er too. Ahh, ,i n1a n
· · after niv O\vn heart. Oka\\ I deciticd ltl giYc hin1 a chance. So '''e
s;.1t (io,,·11 'a111..i s~1\\'· c~1c l1 ot l1c1· t:1..:cto·t;1ce tor the fi rst ti n1c. He had a
11ice s1~ilc.
After sonic sn1all t•l lk- 1 nican
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't-Oll\°Cl"S<.lt io11- I <.iisCO\'Cl"Cd tll<.lt \\'C

both Joye Updike, hate 'the \vintcr

•

, • cornrowing
• extentions
•
•
• man1cur1ng

•cuts, perms

' ' 'C<.1tl1e1·. a11d botl1 l1a\·c 111i11 ia-

tt11·e sch 11at1zcrs. So, \\ C 111ade
1

,

•curls of all types
•
ewepv1ng

a date to introduce Shado\v
a 11ti

Schatzi 11ext '''eek.
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A unisex hair cuttery
..

' ·~
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. , . tu . -
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General Foods1 International Coffees.
Share the feeling.

Josep 's Hair Salon
.... across from the School of Business.
I »/
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462-4495
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''WE COME TO HAVE CHURCH!!''
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Sunday, October 16., 1988
at ?pm
Cramton Auditorium
Artist include ...

•

Hezekiah Walker 8 the Love
Crusade Fellowship ·choir
,'

T

. Howard Gospel

C~oir

,

Daryl Coley
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In light of the latest conditiQnal offer of freedom
to Nelson Mandela, do you think Mandela would
be more effective as a martyr in prison o.r free?

•

I
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'
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•
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''I feel that Nelson Mandela should accept the conditions of the release set ·
forth by the South African
government in an effort to
y
' provide strong, positive
and effective leadership
·· for the individuals who are
suffering under tqe current
system of apartheid.
Through unifying the people, I am sure he will serve
as a catalyst in attempting
to free· other prisoners."
'

Corey L. Sully
Senior
Finance
Richmond, Va.

''I think Mandela would
be more effective as a martyr ·in freedom since he
would be in a position to
precipitate dramatic
changes in the struggle for
true democracy and freedom not only in South
Africa, but in other oppressive regimes throughout. However, with the
imposition of conditionalities for his release, I think
lie would be more effective
. prison.
.
''
as a martyr 1n
Edmund A. Louisy
Senior
Economics/ Business
St. Lucia, West Indies

''It is my opinion that Nelson Mandela would be .
more of a martyr in prison
because he would have to .
give up everything that he
has fought for in order to.
be released. However, if he
did choose to be free, his
freedom would allow him
to help his people in their
crusade for the termination of apartheid. In either
case, Mandela will be taking a stand, but the price
for freedom may be too
costly."
Corrie L. Watson
Sophomore
Accounting
Lynwood, Ca.

''Nelson Mandela would
definitely be more effective as a martyr in prison
for the simple fact that he
has gained a multitude of
media attention. The fact
that he is in prison makes
his beliefs more emotion.al to . those who are in
harmony with his cause. If
he were free, he would
probably be exploited and
virtually ignored just as
many other black martyr's
have been done by white
America."
•
Lisa Olwer
Sophomore
Political Science
Atlanta, Ga.

''I think that Nelson
Mandela would be better
as a free man. Though in
jail he might get a lot of
media attention, he is hin- .
dering his own well being
by staying there. If he was
brought out of jail, the
blacks in South Africa
might just be inspired and
work more in the fight
against apartheid. Nelson
Mandela as a free man
could also help this
cause."
Crinne Goldsmith
Freshman
Microbiology
New York, N.Y.

''I see it not so much as a
matter of either martyrdom or freedom . but as
a matter of honoring one's
convictions. Nelson
·
Mandela is a man of principle and is obviously willing to sacrifice what some
might consider to be 'freedom'. I feel that he is already 'free' because he is
true to his deeply held
convictions.''

'

•

Dobard.
' Raymond
.
Art History and Appreciation Instructor
College of Fine· Arts
New Orleans, La.
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TONIGHT
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THE EASTSIDE
D.C.' s HOTTEST CLUB'S CALENDAR

•

OF EVENTS

•

Thurs . Oct 13th is Greek Night. All you need is a college IO . Every Thursliay ladies are fre.e ti!' 12.
Gents $1 ti! ' II . Fri. Oct. 14th H .U. Homecoming Committee presents the Pre-~omecom_1ng B~sh
(rom 11 -Spm w I DJ Junior Vasquez from the Sound Factory. Every Saturda 1s Sat. Night Lave
1
stay tuned for Homecoming Party info!
w-~

... ••••'•••••••••
•

•

'
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Tempo
~ine Arts exhibits talents
•
ID 'Colored Museum'
wig, Janine (McClamb) and a processed wig Lawanda (Lisa RemHilltop Staff Reporter
ington) come to life and argue, before
The College of Fine Arts opened its their wearer (Wendy.Robinson), over
fall 1.988 season with an astounding whose hairstyle is more effective and
produ c tion ~ of ''The Colored
presentable in Jelling off a man.
1
Museum .'' '
Janine goes as far as to say,
Under the creative direction of ''There is nothing like attitude and a
Prof. Henri Edmonds, the highly ac- healthy head of kinks to make hiss--claimed play by George C. Wolfe shrivel like it should!''
premiered Sept. 29 in t he EnLawanda retorts, ''That s--- is so
vi ronmental Theatre Space. The play tired ... Give him emotion! ... like a
will run until Oct. 8.
toss of the tresses to make your emoEstablishing Wolfe as a seering tional outburst shine with emotional
sati rist, Museum, is comprised of flair."
·
jolting, yet humorous vignettes that
In the domestic parody of Lorraine
depiCt myriad aspects of African- Han~berry's ~ _R_C!isi!J In The Sun,
American lifestyle. Humor laced with ''The Last Mama on the Couch
seriousness ho lds the seams of this Play,''
Remington
as
the
profoundly provocative satire in melodramatic Lady ·in Plaid, Simplace.
mens as the sterotypical Mama and
Although Museum is not equipped Gobourne as the overtly oppressed
with elaborate space, settings and Walter-Lee-Beau-Willie-.lones, yield
props, it in no way hinders the humorous caricatures that attack our
ultimate goal of the production. All funny bones as we watch them vie for
of t he actors wear wooden frames to a dramatic award .
suggest that they are exhibits in a
Once we have laughed at the
museum. This is an excellent idea and stereotypical images of Africanit works ver,y well.
American people, we are forced to
Overall, ~ he entire cast renders question our laughter when
outstanding, memorable perform- Gobourne bitterly realizes what the
naces in an assortment of three · actors have done when he confronts
dimensional cha racters. In the open- his own image, the African-American
mg sketch, ''Git On Board, " Robin comical mask in his hands.
MCClamb delivers a pretentious Miss
In the allegorical vignette, ''SymPat who takes us on a slave journey biosis," Gobourne and Pendleton
to America.
wittingly showcase what W .E.B
In the second exhibit, ''The Photo DuBois terms our ''DpuBle ConSession, '' Omar Gobourne and Letha sciousness:'' the inner struggle betRemington depict 'cu\esy' prototypes ween our grass-rpots and middleof black models a nd their superficial class aspirations !IS we endure the
lifestyles, because '' the world was ''Ice-Age."
becoming too much for us ... So we
As Lala ,Lamazing Grace,
gave away our life and now we live McClamb mesmerizes the audience
inside E~ony Magazine. "
with grace and cabaret style, · her
Renee Simmons magically incor- heavy French accent touches the
porates her audience in 'Cookin' with heart and speaks on behalf of those
Aunt Ethel, ''where she en- African-American artists who were
thusiastically shares a favorite recipe shunned by the American governthrough song and dance . In fact, she ment and culture.
stirp ri ses llS \vhen she tells' us that in
Also, Wendy Robinson delightfulrh c end, ''Yotl have baked yo ur ~ elf Jy captivates the audience with her in,~. hatci_i of Negroes! ''
nocence, not to mention the big white
In ''The World Accordi ng to Miss egg between her legs, as Normal Jean
Roj, '' Michael Pendleton presents a Reynolds in the penultimate sketch,
moving portrayal of the namboyant ''Permutations,'' which suggests the
Snap Queen, who vividly reveals in- birth of ''The New Blacks.''
ner city ai lments, '''Cause, Child,
After the energetic, musical finale,
this ain'1 no pa rty going on. Hell no!
' 'The Party,'' Normal gives a final
It's a wake! ' '
jubilation, '' .. . My babies (AfricanGobourne's shell shocked soldier Americans) are gonna fly! Fly!'' The
Junie in ''Soldier with a Si:c;ret'' is a _ only thing in O\lr minc;ls, at this point,
poignant monologue, revealing the is that there is hope for the race.
devastating effect the Vietnam War
Museum, makes us realize just hoW
had f) n African- American veterans.
much each and every one of us conThe satire is 11ear its meridian in
tributes to the existence of ''The Col''The Hairpiece,
which a natural
ored Musuem." It is a must see!
By Shaun L. Ray

"cffi

.

photo hy Keith Dormu

Renee Simmons

01

Aunt -Ethel.

f)Doto_ Y f!th oOfman

.

Omar Goboume and Letho Remington as "cutesy" El>ony magazine models in 'Colored Museum.'
.

photo by J(tf{ h borman

phOto y Keith

Omar Goboume plays Junie in ' A Soldier With a Secret.'

Miss Pot (Ro bin McClamb) te lls the· audience to 'Git on board.'

R EEVES, T AkE 6 COMbiNE
jAzz, GOSpEL AT coNeERT ·
'

THE SPIRIT
OF THE LEADER.

By Keith L: Alexander
Hilltop Staff Reporter

A jazz-gospel co ncert .featuring
'' Better Days'' Ja zz co ntralto ,
Dianne Reeves and the contemporary
gospel group Take 6, was held last
Sunday at t he Kennedy Center .
The concert began with the a cappella sextet taking the stage. Their
song ''Get Away Jordan' ' from their
first album, which is quickly climbing the Ch ristian and Contemporary
Jazz Charts, had the audience on the
edge of their seats until the end. -with
no keyboard, bass, or dr~m set, these
gentl emen kept the perfect harmony
for which they are known.
Their music has been described as
a blend between the gospel group,
The Winans an·d the jazz group,
Man hatten Transfer. Tak e 6 has
what is considered a ''doo wop
so und ''. Their sound has captured
the attention of artists like Anita
Baker, Quincy Jones, Andy Williams
and Stevie Wonder, who was said to
have bought over 100 of Take 6's
co mpact discs 10 give to his friend s
arbund the world.
For1ned in 1980 by four fres hmen
at Oak,,·ood Colli!ge, a small Christian school in northern Alabama,
they took the 11ame Alliance. After
members of the grou p left and new
members came in, they became Take

.

6.
These artist have more interests
than singing. Marvyn Warren is
working on h.is doctorate degree in
music theory. at 1he University of
Maryland's College Park campus.
Mark Kibble, chief arranger of the
voice p~rts th t create the harmony

•

Dionne Reeves
..

of Take 6, holds a 8 .S: degree in
Business Administration. Claude V.
McKnight, who serves as the group's
director and co-producer, says t hat
he has dreams of one day owning his
own recording studio and production
facility. McKnight who is naturally a
baritone, sings first tenor in the group
because he says ''When we first
started out, no one else could sing the
parts.''
The group acknowledges its love for
the Lord. Says Warren, ~' There is no
happier bunch of people than those
who love and serve the Lord.,,. T he
group performed many of their songs
like ''Spread Love," ''Goldmind,"
and ''If We Ever Needed the Lord
B ~ fore ."

After Take 6, Dianne Reeves
the 31-year old singer who has
·
a three and one-half octave voice.
see Reeves! page 11
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The members ot the goSpel gr~up, Toke 6.
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Kimberly M. Esmond
Hilltop Staff Reporter
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Jazz, poetry aqded
to Punchout menu

'

This sun;imer marked·the arriVa.1 of
a long overdue merchant ir. the
Adams Morgan area. '''Kobos, ''
whose logo is ''The African store
with a little bit more,'' carries an ex-

Hilltop Staff

'•

clusive line of African goods ranging
from t-shirts to African evening
wear, wood carvings to Kente, a
delicate hand-woven fabric imported
from Ghana.
.
Upon first glance this unique
boutique could easily be overlooked.

'

•

-. ·'

Located in the 2400 block of nor~

•

thwesl 18th Street below the D.C.
Business & Economic Development

Assistance Center, Kobos sits between a decorative arts gallerY and a
palm ,;reading shop.

•

''MCtropolitan Washington has the
largest concentration of,black people
or people of African descent. It just
didn't seem right to me that no store
carried a full line of African clothing,
fabric, and a variety of African
goods,'' said Mahama Bowa, owner
of the store.
Bowa, a native of Ghana, came to
the United States in 1983 to attend
American University where he received a masters degree in International
Relations. His wife, Tanya, from
Albuquerque, New Mexico, is his
partner in the business venture. ''I
never felt as st rongly about
anything,'' Bowa replied about opening his store .
According to Bowa, Kobos (named after a unit of Nigerian currency)

~~civiNG

is the first store in the Washington
Metropolitan area to carry a full line
of African goods. There are however,
stores in the area that specialize in
African clothing and jewelry and
others in crafts. Bowa likened his
store to an ''African market'' of;
sorts.
Kobos carries a wide variety of
African goods such as African paintings and pottery, handmade jewelry,
authentic leather bags and sandals,
Moroccan hiram pants, and colorful
dashikis for men, women and
children . Bowa feels this is the way
to meet the individual needs of his
clientele.
The African garb found in Kobos

r OU

Once again Anita Baker's, 'Giving
You The Best' on Elektra Records is
on top of the Top Ten count down.
Two weeks ago the WHBC staff said
it would be a smash and they were
right .' Her album will be released
around the 15th of October and it will
be ·a smoker .
Karyn White's, 'The Way You
Love Me' on Warner Bros, moved into-Second position this week, up from
the number five slot. The first single
off her debut album 'Karyn White'
should contend for number one next
week.
Salt-n-Pepa held on to the third
position with 'Shake Your Thang' on
Ne·xt Plateau Records. Still going
• .
•

is imported from suppliers in many
African countries such as Ghana
Sierra Leone, Gambia, Tunisia, and
the Ivory Coast. With retail prices
ranging from $8 to $200, Bowa sees
his role as ''offering brothers and
sisters the opportunity to make a
choice.'' According to him,
availability is the key.
''The success of the store, to a
large extent, can be attributed to personal advertising," Bowa said. ''A
person will see one of my customers
in some of the clothing from my store
and inquire about where they purchased it. The following day, that
see Kobos, page 11

•

-.:ltE BEST'; lto.lds fiRST
strong after four months on the
charts, Salt-n-Pepa have been shaking all the way to the bank.
'If It Isn't Love' by New Edition
on MCA Records finished fourth for
the straight week. Jimmy Jam and
Terry Lewis found themselves a real
winner with this one. The Low Key
Remix on side two of the 12-inch
single is also a champ.
Loose Ends' 'Watching You', alsc.
on MCA Records ·finish in fifth place
for the week.
Black Riot came in sixth with 'A
Day In The Life' of Fourth Floor
Records. The song was written by

'

lI

DIRECTORY

R~portcr

In effort to ex.pose students to
their cultural roots in music the
Gregory Charles 'Royal Quintet'
performed at the Howard University Student As$ociajiQD. iazz~
poetry series. Every ThursQaY in
the Punchout local jazz groups
and poets will· perform.
Although jazz is an art form
created by African-Americans,
many musicians believe few young
people support it.
.
''In order for us to contain the
music as ours, we must preserve
it'' Aaron Walker,drummist and
Howard student said. ''Its a
shame we do not recognize the
greatness of this art form as Europeans and ,Asians do.'' add.ed
Steve Johnson, HUSA enterta1nm'ent director.
''There is a lack of education
among African-American youth in
general about their history,''
Johnson said.
Johnson believes AfricanAmerican clubs such as Takoma
Station, Twins and Les Nieces do
not provide ' continuous jazz
because there is not a large
African-American audience.
•'However, Blues Alley, a
white-owned establishment, can
provide a continuous jazz program," Johnson said.
Gregory Charles, the leader of
''Royal Quintet,'' last week's jazz
series feature, is a trombonist and
Howard alumnus. His quintet includes bassist Clarence Seag, tenor
saxophonist and flutist David
White,,pianist Toi Fern and drummer Aaron Walker.
Charles has performed with jazz
trumpeter Wynton Mar'salis,
Earth Wind and Fire's Maurice
Whit~ and the Four Tops. He is
currently a men;iber of the N~
. tional Theater's urchestra 1n
''Anything Goes.''
· The group's current album,
' 'Dream Come True'' is available
in the university bookstore.
The Gregory Charles Quintet
entertained the audience with such
compositions as ''All the Things
We Are," ''All Blues," ''Night in
Tunisia'' and more.

I

Ask

It only hurts w'1en you

•

•

•

photo by PRul Woodruff

Steve Johnson
Poetry readings were given by
Darrell Stover, a member of the
Afro-Americans Writers Guild.
''Coltrane Poem'' and ''Blues in
D.C. for Arnae'' were a few of his
original jazz poems.
Students Ras Baraka, President .
of NIA-Force, Amina Ross, College of Fine Arts President, and
Kondo Dale, School of Communications student, will also
feature poetry readings.
''One of the things we have
moved toward is cultural programs. Jazz gives students an addition to other music styles,'' Garfield Swaby, HUSA president,.
said.
HUSA's purpose in starting a
jazz and poetry series is three-fold .
''First, it helps the student to expand his horizons. Many young
people think of Jazz as old people's music,'' Swaby said.
''Also, the series gives the student who is a closet poet the opportunity to come out and share
his talent with others. Finally,
local jazz artists from the College
of Fine Arts are given exposure,"
says Swaby.
So far attendance has been low,
but HUSA believes more students
will come out. ''A lot of people go
to Takoma Station on Thursday,.
but they can come here and have
fun in a relaxed atmosphere with
their peers, without spending 25
dollars to hear good jazz music,"
Swaby added.

of 3. 6 - mine is a 2. 0. The problem
is that I've targeted this semester to
raise my grades substantially and he
is complaining that I am not giving
enough attention (meaning time} to
our relationship.
What should I do? I don't wane co
lose him.
Found the Right Stuff

sacrificing your education. You ·very
well may end up resenting him if your
grades suffer.
Instead of demanding more personal attention, he should be helping
you raise your grades. Tell him that
)'Ou'll spend more time with himstuding. Ask what his study secrets
are, maybe they will require less time
than yours and you'll have more time
to spend With him as a result.

Dear Ardent
.
My roomace ·s boyfri~nd is ~l~ays in
our room. He is pract1ca/ly l1y1ng here

Dear Ardent .
I am a sophomore and recently started
going out with~ JrUY who has a g.p.a. see Ardent, page 11
•

TOM HANKS
IN

''A Fish Called Wanda'' (2) Fr 3:15, 5:30,
7:45, 10:00, 12:00 Sat/Su n 1:00, 3:15, 5:30,
7:45, 10:00; 12:00
'' Betrayed' ' Fr 4:15, 7:00, 9:30, 12:00
Sat/Sun 1:45, 4:15, 7:00, 9:30, 12:00
I ''Big'' Fr 5:30, 7:40, 9:50, 12:00
Sat/Sun 1:10, 3:20, 5:30, 7:40, 9:50, 12:00
'' Dead Ringers'' Fr 4:30, 7:00, 9:30, 11 :50
Sat/Sun 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30, l 1:50
''Married to the Mob' ' Fr 5:20, 7:30, 9:40,
11 : 55
' 3: 10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40, 11 :55
Sat/Sun 1:00,

Cineplex Odeon Circle Embassy
1927 Florida Ave MW 387-1314
''Alien Nation'' Fr 7:45, 9:45, 11 :45
Sat/ Sun I :45 , 3:45, 5:45, 7:'5, 9:45, 11 :45

Cineplex Odeon Circle Jenifer
5252 Wisconsin Ave. NW
244-5703
'' Heartbreak Hotel'' Fr 9:40
Sat/ Sun 3 :00, 9:40
''Elvi ra' '
Fr
7: 15,
9:15
Sat/ Sun 1:15, 3:15, 5:15, 7: 15 , 9:15,
.' 'Who Framed Roger Rabbit'' Fr 5:00, 7:20
I Sat/Sun 1:00, 5:00, 7:20

Cineplex Odeon Circle MacArthur I
4859 MacAuthur Blvd MW I
337-1700
I
I
'' Powqqatsi'' Fr 7:30, 9:40,
I
Sat/S un I :00, 3: 10, 5:30, 7:30, 9:40
'' Punchline'' Fr 7:00, 9:40
Sat/Sun 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
''Thin Blue Linc'' Fr 7:40, 10:00
Sat / Sun 1:00, 3:15, 5:30, 7:45 , 10:00

Cineplex Odeon Circle Outer
4849
Wisconsin
Ave. NW
244-3116
I

•

l

•

NOWPLAYINGATATHEATRE NEARYOU.
CHECK YOUR LOCAL PAPER FOR SHOWTIMES.

Admissions and Financial Aid

10:30-11 :30

Biological. Heallh and Physical
Sciences • Education and
Humanities

11 :40-12:20

Issues Facing Returning Students

12:30-1·30

GRE General and Subject Test Prep

1:40·2·20

Minorities in Graduate Education

2:30·3:30

Computer ?cience, Engineerilig and
Math• Economics. Psychology
and other Social Sciences

I
I

I

.I

I

Cineplex 1 Odeon Circle. Tenley
4200 Wisconsin Ave. NW
363-4340

'
'' Moon Ovt 'arador'' Fr 7:30,
9:55, 12:00
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:10, 5:30, 7:30, 9:55, 12:00
'
''Running on Empty'' Fr 7:15,
9:45, 12:00
sat/Sun 2:15, 4:45 , 7:15, 9:45 12:00
1
'' Imagine'' Fr 7:45, · 10:00, 12:00,
Sat/ Sun 1:00, 3:15, 5:30, 7:45, 10:00, 12:00

•

Cineplex Odeon Circle Uptown
3426 Connecticut Ave.NW
966-5400
''Gorityas in the Mist'' Fr 7:00, 9:45, 12: 15
Sat/S un 1:30, 4:15, ]:00, 9:45, 12:15

Cineplex Odeon Circle Westend
23rd + L Sts. MW 293-3152
'' Running on Empty' ' Fr 5:3o, 7:45, 10:00,
12 : 1 0
.
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:15,' 5:30, 7:45, 10:00, 12:10
''Imagine'' Fr 5:1d, 7:30, 9:30, 11:30,
Sat/Sun 12:50, 3:00, 5:10, 7:30, 9:45, 12:00
''Elvira'' Fr 5:15, 7:25, 9:35, 11:45
Sat/Sun 1:15, 3:15, 5:15, 7:25, 9:35, 11:45,
'' Moon Over Parador' ' Fr 7:40, 9:50, 12:00
I Sat/Sun I :00, 3: 10, 5:20, 7:40, 9:45, 12:00

I KB Cerberus 3040 M St. MW
1337-1311
I ''Nightmare on Elm Street'' Fr 9:55, 11 :55
l Sat/Sun 3:25 ; 7:40, 11 :55
~
I •• Moon Over Parador'' Fr 7:30, 9:3Q, 11 :30
I sat/ Sun 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:3p,11:30
\ '' Alicn .Nation''Fr 7:45, 9:45, 11:\45 _
sat/Sun 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45, .11 :45
1
i '' Running on Emp1y' 1 Fr 5:25, 7:40
1Sat/Sun
1:10,
5:25,
9:40

l
I
I
I

I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I

i '' Memorics of Mc '' Fr 7:40, 9:50
Sat/Sun 1:20, 3:25, 5 :30, 9:50

KB Foundry 1055 Tho mos Jefferson St MW 337 -0094
''Betrayed'' Fr 7:35, 9:55 ,
Sat/Sun 12:35 , 2:55, 5:15, 7:30, 9:55
''Heartbreak Hotel'' Fr 7:50, 9:50,
Sat/Sun 1:50, 3:50, :5:50, 7:50, 9:50
'' Fish Called Wanda'' Fr 7:15, 9:20,
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:05, 5:10, 7: 15, 9:20
'' Imagine'' Fr 7:45, 9:45
Sat/ Sun 1:45, 3:45, 7;45, 9:45
'' Die Hard'' Fr 7:20, 9:50
• I
Sat/ Sun 12:10, 2:30, 4:50, 7:20, 9:50
I
''Dead Ringer'' Fr 7:30, 9:40,
.1
Sat/ Sun 1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40 I

:v.'.··.

Workshop Schedule
9:00· 10:00

I

''Thin Blue Line'' Fr 5:30, V:45 , 10:00
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3: 15, 5:30, 7:45, 10:00
''Tracks 29'' Fr 7:45, 10:00,
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3: 15 , 5:30, 7:45, 10:00 ·

Come ta the GRE Forum to meet deans and other key
representatives from 100 top graduate schools. Find out
about their programs, financial aid and the GRE tests. All
for the $3.00 admission and lhe price of a cup of coffee.

No adyance registration required.
Registration begins aJ 8:30.
October 22
Washington, D.C.
Capital Hilton
16th & KStreets. NW
For more information call GRE
Inquiry: 609-771·7670.
Sponsored by the GRE Board and
the Council of Graduate Schools.

1

\KB Cinema 5100 Wisconsin Ave
IMW 636-1875

The coffee is 75C, but the
information is priceless.

•

I

Cineplex Odeon Circle· Dupont
1350 19th St. MW 872-9555

rdent's advice

Dear Ready,
The best way to meet someone is to
be yourself. Here are some of' the
worst ways: sitting on the Yard
blasting music from your sportscar;
standing in a group of your friends
yelling out ratings as women go past.
, Avoid lines, a smile will work better (then wait for a sign from her).
Try to avoid boring openers like,
''Where are you from?'' Nick-names
like ''shorty, baby'' and ''slim'' are
taboo.

I

8:30 Sat/ Sun 2:00, 5; 15, 8:30, 10:00
'' Alien Na1ion'' Fr 7:45, 9:45 . 11 :45
Sat/ Sun 2:00, 3:45, 5:30, 7:30, ~ 9:30

Dear Ardent, .
I am a transfer student here at Dear Found,
Howard and would like to know.from Maybe you haven't found the right
your point of view, the best way to stuff. You are in college to learn, not
meet the woman of my dreams.
to date someQne with whom it may
Ready, Willing and Waiting or may not work. He's not worth

•

9:45, I
11:45 I
5:30, I
:
11:30 I .

I ''Last Temptation of Christ''(2) Fr 5:15, I

Washington D.C. 20059

•

I

I Capitol Hill Cin111H11 507 Eight St. I
I SE 547-1210
I

I

2217 4th St. N.W.

.

1I

: Cineplex Odeon Circl• Avalon
I 5612 Connecticut Ave. NW I
1966-2600
I

Got a Problem? Need Advice? Write:
Dear Ardent
c/o The Hill top Newspaper
Howard University -

'

lI

I

;

•

SAi IY REID

MOVIE

see WHBC page 11

.

..

II

I ''Al ien Nation''Fr 5:45, 7:45,
I Sat/Sun 1:45, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45,
I ''Nightmare on Elm Stieet 4'' Fr
: 7:30, 9:30, 11 :30
· I Sat/ Sun 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30,

By Nancy L. Jones

'

'

J

I

I KB

Paris 5300 Wisconsin I
I Ave.MW (Mazza Gallerie)
1686-7700
' 'Sweet Hearts Dance' ' Fr/ Sat 1:45, 3:45, II

l

5:45, 7:45, 9:45, Sun 2:45, 4:45, 6:45, 8:45 I

I

,:.;;--::mzy,.«'·

GRE/CGS
Graduate
School

Forum

''Boyfriends and Girlfriends'' Fr/ Sat 1:30, I
3:30, 5:30, 7:30,9:30
I
,I
sun 2:30, 4:30, 6:30, 8:3Q
''Tucker'' Fr/Sat I :25, 3:30, 5:35, 7:40, I
I
9:50
I
Sun 2:25, 4:30, 6:35, 8:40

I

I

Senator Theater 3950 Minnesota
Ave. 389-3038
I
''Bcctlcjuicc'' Fr 5: 15, 8:45
,
Sat/Sun 1:45, 5:15 , 8:45
''Who Framed Roger Rabbit'' ·fr 7:00,
10:30
•
Sat/Sun
3:30,
7:00,
10:30

I

-

I
I
I
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Sports
Hooters stifle William ,a nd Mary
•

I ~
I

I
I
'

I
I
I

I

•

Howard's second score came
after the Tribe was called for a
foul and the referee awarded
Howard a penalty kick from 20
yards out. Howard's Monday

By David Da Costa
Hilltop Staff Reporter

In a game that featured the two
teams that are tied for third place ·
in the southeastern regional rankings Howard University defeated
William and Mary College 2-1, ·
last Wednesday, at Greene
Stadium to remain unbeaten .
William and Mary, 5-3-2, came
into the contest as the number
20th ranked team in the country
and was dominated by a faster and
tougher Howard Te~m .
Howard now has a firrri
grip on third place in the region
after earlier victories over
Maryland and American Universities. The Bison do not play either
George Mason of Virginia. The
two teams that are ahead of
Howard in the region four teams
from the region make the
playoffs.
The Bison scored at the 16:50
mark of the first half when forward Peter Isaacs received the ball
15 yards form the left of William
and Mary's goal nlouth . Isaacs
wasted no time as he fired a hard
shot on goal. The ball deflected
off teammate Samana ZUiu and
into the net for the score!
''When you're that close to the
goal you have to shoot hard . You
can try and finesse the ball . You
have to take a good shot . I do not
know who the ball went off of, but
I am glad we scored,'' said Isaacs.

I

I

I
I
I
1.

•

I

I

I

I.

photo by Serelta Cobbs

Waidi Akonni protects the ball in Wednesday night's 2al victory.

•

By Zack Burgess
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The NCAA, it seems,, does not
believe in Howard. The Sheridan Poll
may not believed in Howard, but the
Bison believe in themselves.
Even tho ugh the Bison lost to
South Carolina State in their last
o uting, Towson State may be their
toughest test yet, as they try to avenge
last year' s 30-14 loss. ;
The loss to the Tigers proved to be
the spoiler of what was to be a great
9-1 yea r for the Bison. That loss
seemed ,to be the determiI)ing factor
as the Bison were refused the NCAA
Div. I-AA at-large bid, because of
strength of schedule a~cording to the
NCAA .
Even though the Bison lost to S.C.
State , a win over Towson would give
them respectability in the eyes of the
NCAA , and give them possible hope
of breaking into the rankings once
again .
The Bison were ranked 13th in the

NCAA I-AA' poll before their lost to
the Bulldogs, and dropped from first
to fourth in the Sheridan Poll . They
have recently moved up to third in the
Sherida'!. Poll .
'
''Townson is a very good ball club,
and this was the team I thought we
would really have to woory about,"
Head Coach Willie Jeffries said .
''But, if we execute and j>lay good
football I don't doubt my team .
Townson is 2-1 this season, and is
coming off a victory in which they
destroye~ ;a Mid-Eastern Athleti ~
Conf~reaic~ ~uad (Deleware State.)

21-3. ' "

-..

-

In their second year at the Div. 1AA level Townson is 22-15-l against
I-AA opponents, and 12-3 versus the
MEAC.
' 'Playing Towson you just get a
different feeling, because their known
spoilers," Quarterback Lee Debose
said.
" Their a good .ball club and they
· try to sho·.v it. BUt, we believe in
ourselves, and that matters a lot to

Williams who was standing ten
yards to Kanu's right, Williams
wasted no time as he drove a
powerful kick past a diving goalie.
The Bison took control of the
game from that point. The Tribe

rarely challenged the Bison
defense, until late in the second

The Bison on the other hand have
not lost at home in over two years,
and hope to keep their streak alive in
a game that will be pivotal to
Howard's playoff hopes .
' 'This is basically it, and we have
to play that way or we might as well
kiss our hopes good-bye," tight end
Jimmie Johnson said.

Their rushing game is not so shabby either as senior tailback David
Meggett1ilead&1the country in allpurpost_i)'ardage with 201 yards per
game (92.7 yards rushing, 12.0 yards
per punt return, 41.5 yards per
kickoff return, and 55 yards per
reception) . He poses a definite thr~at
to a Bison secondary that has had its
share of problems. Last year he burned the defense for 194 yards.

The Bison defense still has the
ability to leave opponents shaking in
their boots, despite being shut down
by the Bulldogs .
Howard will be paced by their field
general quarterback Lee Debose with
40 rushes for 192 yards. He is also 27
of 56 passing for 590 yards and 10
touchdowns.
Ta~lback Fred Killings is probable
for the week. and his 84 carries for

' 'Meggett is a very good back, and
he can do many things, but we're going to do some different things to try

North Carolina A&T.

•
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Howard Unive1sity
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618 yards, and three touchdowns will
be thoroughly missed as fres hman
tailback James Carpenter (30 rushes
for 173 yards, one touchdown) practices i11 the starting tailback position
this week .
Junior wide receiver Derrick
Faison, and senior tight end Jimmie
Johnson poses a threat for defe11ses
as they have combined for eight of
the ten touchdown passes Debose has
thrown this year.
The defense still leaves much to be
des ired, and with the probable
absence of defensive tackle James
Moore they need worK. ..... - · · )I. •...,.
'' It 's not all on the secondary,
because once the pass rush improves
up front then the secondary will get
better," Jeffries said .
' ''fhe game in South Carolina
\
could be played over and o ver again
and the out come may come out different or the same, that I can' t worry
about now , because it's Towson
photo by Keith O. Uad belter
State, not South Carolina State. We
have to move on.''
Lee Debose disploys winning form.

Come watch the Bison
stomp the Tigers!!!

:a 3 0•

1l 1
120
Morgan State

•
Howard, according to Radfo rd
Coach Don Stanley, ''has the best
counter-attack in the country.''
This was evident just after Conti's
effort, the Islanders ,challenged
and applied pressure to Howard
defended and goalie Shaka
Hislop. Howard's defense rose to
ward off the challenge and cleared
the ball which resulted in and had
a breakaway down the right side:
Akanni's shot went wide of the
goal rriouth .
Radford then had two excellent
chances to score. The Islanders
received two-successive corner
kicks, the first corner kick was
cleared by Howard defenders
without a shot by Radford and
Howard kicked the ball past the
end line. The second corner kick
an Islander attacker had a shot but
the ball was deflected by defender
Mike Williams and cleated by
Chris Thomas.
Radford's best chance to score
came when the Islanders received
a throw-in late in the first half.
Howard gcialie Hislop misjudged
the ball when he came to far out
of the crease. The throw sailed
over his head and Hislop could not
get back because of all the traffic
behind him. The throw appeared
to be heading into the net when
Howard defender Mike Williams,
with the ball j ust one yard from a
score, jumped up and headed the
ba11 out of the net to keep Radford
off the scoreboard .

challe~ge

and shut him down this weekend ,"
Jeffries said.
The Tiger defense is led by senior
linebacker Chris Ginakes with 40
tackles, 2 fumble recoveries, and 1
intCrception.

me and my teammates."
The Towson offense has not
change much in a year accofding to
coach Jeffries. They are the type of
squad that runs the ball '65 percent of
the time, and passes the other 35 percent. But, when they decide to put the
ball in the air it could be deadly.
Their quarterback, sophomore Chris
Goetz is 42 of 71 passing for 723
yards, and five touchdowns . He is
also rated third in I-AA in passing efficiency, with a rating of 153 .8.

'
•

Although both teams played to
a scoreless tie at halftime, the half
was filled with excellent scoring
opportunities for both teaffis.
the Boaters superior team speed
was evident in the game opening
moments. Howard fu llback Chris
Conti had a breakaway down the
left side of the field . Conti drove
towards the goal mouth the goalie
came out of the crease, Conti tried
to push the ball to the right of the
oncoming goalie, but the Islanders
goalie deflected the shot out of
bounds.
'' When Chris had that ball and
was running down the sideline I
saw the Radford defender lower
his head and just started running,
and he still couldn't catch Chris.
''Chris prObably would have
taken a better shot, but he ""·as
.playing a different position and
he' s a right footed player and he
took the shot with his left foot, "
said Head Coach Keith Tucker .

half.
Howard had stopped pressing
offensively, this. allowed William
and Mary, who ~ere playing with
five men up front on the attack,
to score an exclusive goal with 2:48
left in the game. The Tribe drove
deep into Bison territory William
and Mary's Connor Farley sent a
pass across Howard's goal mouth
where the teammate forward John
Tuttle pushed the ball into the net.
Howard, who is now 8-0, with
only two goals scored against them
all season has for the most part
been ignored by the National Soccer Polls. Head Coach Keith
Tucker believes this win will make
people who rank the teams take a
harder look at Howard.
''Tuesday [the day the regional
polls come out] we will find out
just how big a win this is.
''As far as I am concerned, this

s

•

should give us Sole possession of
third place, and realistically we
should be in second place because
we have a much better recofd than
George Mason, and we have
played tougher teams," Tucker
added .
In the tune-up game for William
and Mary College, Howard's Peter
Isaacs scored midway through the second half to give the Booters a 1-0
victory over a tough Radford College
(4-6-1) to remain unbeaten.

Kanu took the kick and a five man
wall between him and the goal.
Kanu sent a pass to Irving

Howard prepares to meet Towson State

•

•

Then get in on the ground Boor in our undergraduate officer

conu1:is:ikll1ing program. You could swt plannillRon a Cill."t'r
summer session
like the men in !his ad ha\t!. And also llll\-e somegrcal
• )'ou can rake free d\il.ian ~ill)\ lcs:.o1b
cfo."".!1ll:lgt.'S
like:
• Yoll"re commissionl"<l llp!Hl gr.u.l1Jalil1n
3
• f.;ttning S100 a month during the school year
~
If you're looking tu lfl()\'f up quick!}. lcMJk into \ht: ,\1;uint." 01ry.>
• Asa freshman or sophomore,
~_:__ _ __;_ _;_ _ _::__..,
undergr.ipll<lteofficl.'rcun~n·

130

·R'o

020

• Junior.; earn more lhan SJl)OIJ durinJ;:ollt ten ..,,,ttk

)oocould completeyourbask train-

ing duringl\l-'OSl~-v•eek sununer

sessionslllldear nmurethan SllOO
duringeach st"ssion

fIL..-t 1-,.

rrll.IJ 1rJ
move
~,.J,.J. ~

upqwwy/'

ing program. )'ouc•Juld
start<Jffmakinlo\llll>ll!
than Sl8.000a year.

@
·~
·

-

J.JtTeloo!inghrJJ&·to<Jdmen
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BLACK
SHERIDAN

POLL

1. North T;it<1s .
2. Westerr{ Illinois

I. Central State Universi_ty

3. Appalachian
4. Marshall

2. Winston-Salem State

5. Nevada Reno
6. Lafayette

3. Howard University

7. Ga. Southern
tie. Idaho

4. Jackson State

•

•

9. William & Mary
10. Western Kentucky

5. Bowie State

,

'

11. Furman
Tie. U . Mass12.

6. Grambling State
~

8. Florida A&M ·

•

· 7. Albany State
•

•

'

9. N .C. Central

,.

•

'·

10. Southern University

'
13 . Montana
14. Connecticut
15. Boise St.
16. Middle Tenn .
17. S.F . Austin St.
18. E . Kentucky
19. New Hampshire
20. N.W. Louisiana

photo
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Leadbetter

John Jovis deals with Bison blues.

1----------------·
i That's My Stvle
:
1 HAIR DESIGNS

IW

I Exoerts In Ha ir Repair

1

.

I 1849 9th St ., N.W. - Cor. 9th &
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" ·
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SHAMPOO end SET
17 .00
SHAMPOO end BLOW DRY
18.00
I TOUCH-UP RELAXER
23.00
REL.AXER PERM.
28.00
I PeRMANENT WAVE
30.00
I COLOR
10 .00
I PINEAPPLE WAVE
•10 .00
I CU T
10.00
CURLS
45.00
1
(Mon., Tue1., and Wed.)
35.00
I SHAMPOO, PRESS and CURL .•..•.•• 20.00
I {Mon., Tu••· · end Wed.)
18 .00
J STUDENTS, FACULTY I STAFF DISCOUNTS
I
• HOURS .
t0All-3PM
I SUNDAY(""'°'nun.nt1J
10 .... Plill
I Mandty Thrv w.-...u y

J

.......
·----------------!

S.lurdly

'
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Call Capt. Rode nbeck collect at 301-4 36-2006.

•
•'

•

•
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TltE · HillTop will pAy A
QUAlifiEd pRoducTiON AssisTANT TO ltElp EdiTORS dESiGN
ANd LA youT PAGES.

AIDS
continued from page ,9
•

·reduction 1Qf the AIDS virus and

promotes

•

MusT ltAVE pREVIOUS EXpERiENCE
wiTlt
oTltER
publicATiONS.
OuAlifiEd? Apply TodAy!!!

•

~eneral

health care.

The funding from the center also
helps in what Williams called the
'' Wedge Project'' for high school

students in San Francisco. He said

that based on the initial response,
''It's the most effective education to
date.''
''Surprisingly, kids have a positive
response with an AIDS patient,'' said
Williams, adding that ''kids want to
learrt the tl'uth about how AIDS is
spread.''

Other AIDS Rights Activists will

.

l

WHBC

"

'

·converge on Capital Hill today to
support a proposal to congress of a

I

National AIDS Bill of Rights.

'

TltE HillTop is sTill lookiNG
foR A HEAlTlt PAGE EdiToR.
HAVE A MEdicAl bAckGROUNd
ANd EXpERiENCE iN joURNAlisM?
COME by TOdAy.

•

HAVE
YOU
REGISTERED
TO
VOTE? ,
'

•

NovEMhER 8Tlt ElEcTioNs ARE
•
COMING sooN. ExERcisE youR
RiGltT To VOTE FoR TltE CANdidA-TE of youR cltoicE. YouR
VOTE CAN MAkE A diffERENCE.
REpublicAN, DEMOCRATic, OR
INdEpEN<iENT, REGiSTER Now!!!

Her turning point came in 1981,
when she toured with jazz artist
Sergio Mendes. Soon after, Hcirry
Belefonte asked her to tour with him.
This year, Reeves released her third
album entitled ''Dianne Reeves''
featuring ''Better Days.'' The song is
continued from page 9
about her grandmother to whom she
says she owes most of her cfedit.
''My grandmother gave me my sense Todd Terry,'Bango.' It seems as
of earthliness,' she taught me how to
though everything Terry writes is golove, what was rig_h t and wrong, and ing
to be a hit.
hoW:. to Piay to God."
Johnny Kemp and 'Just Got Paid'
Reeves thrilled her audience with
wound up in the nuinber seven slot
her jazzy scats. She sang such songs this week .
as ''My Funny Valentine, ''Yester:
Arista's Records newest group,
days'' and collaborated with Take 6 Kiara found its way to number eight
to form what she called ''Take 7'' to
with 'Every Little Time.' The Detroit
sing ''Mary."
- Duo uses a mixture of R&B and Gofler band was phenomenal. David
·rorkanowsky, her pianist and music Go to come up with a new winner .
Making their debut at number nine
director, had the audience standing
is Good Question with 'Got A New
with hi~ use of the keyboard .
Love' on the . Paisley Park label.
This was.both Reeves and Take 6's
first time performing at the Kennedy Local clubs has given it a lot of attention and now it's getting a chance
Center. Reeves told her audience how on the radio .
grateful she was for that opportuniRounding out the Top Ten is Bobty and plans to return. Her fans know
by Brown's 'My Perrogative' on
she will ·keep her wOrd.
MCA Records. Brown has been very
•
active this summer and having a producer such as Teddy Riley certainly
has not hurt him

· Among the featured speakers will be
African-American AIDS Activists,
Cleo Manago, a health educator at
The Watts Health Foundation in
Compton, Calif.

According to Mana&'» the lack of
education and the media' s emphasis
on whites with AIDS has resulted in
a 20 percent increase in AfricanAmerican AIDS cases in the last two
years, in the African-American
community of Compton. In contrast,
he said the cases of white related infectio n have gone down 20 percent in
the Los Angeles area.
\
''It's important this bill passes because ... of the lack of funds for
proper health care. and a lack of education," Williams said .
''It burns me up when well educated people think you can transmit
AIDS from drinking from a water
fountain or glass after someone with
AIDS," he said .
After discovering that he tested
positive for the virus, Williams was
hospitalized for five months. ''I lost
one of my friends to AIDS during the
middle of all this,'' he said, adding
that he also lost 25 pounds.
''l thought I was dying. I could
clearly remember myself wanting to
die," he said.
'' I don't know how long I'm going to be here but I feel the need to
do all I can, while I can," Williams
said . '' I take each day as it comes . I
don't take things for granted anymore like sunshine or the breeze.
That's corny stuff, but it's real to
me."

Reeves .
continued from page 8
kept her audience spellbound with
her phenomenal voice, sense of
humor, and her earthliness.
The Detroit native later moved to
Denver, where she grew up with a
classical music background . As a
teenager, Reeves narrowed that love
for music to jazz. ·

Kobos

' continued from

•

·pa ,;;,•....;1_.1

In cue for next week:
Todd Terry's 'Weekend' on Fresh _
Records is the latest in club hits and
unlike ·most of Todd Terry's songs,
this one has words and a logical
beginning, middle, and end. Thre.c
and one half spins.
J)P.c:.iree Coleman leads the new
R&B charge with 'Romance' Of!.
Motown Records. It's an mid-tempo
cut just perfect for relaxing. Two and
one half spins.
·
Rob Base has finally come out wit_h
a new release. 'Get On The Dante
Floor' on Profile leads the rap pack.
Rob' s vocals are not the greatest but
the Base line from 'Don't Stop Til
You Get Enough' mixed with 'A Day
In The Life' keeps the song on top.
Three spins
In our jazz file for next week is
Ronnie Laws with 'Smoked House'
on Columbia Records . The up tempo instrumental is a good song and
it should go a long way. Three spins.
Key:
Five spins- classic material
Four spins- chartbuster
Three spins- major hit
Two spins- will rise and fall
One spin- up quickly- down faster
Zero spins- AAGH! ·

•

totally losl.
page

~

[same] person Will come into my store
looking for that exact article of
clothing. ''
For now, Kobos is run solely by the
husband-wife team . The two open
the store seven days a week, as Bowa
feels that is very important to
· shepherd' the business.
''The only way that you can
'shepherd' a business and make sure
it is well rooted is to be there,'' Bowa
said . ''The faces that you see here [in
the store] are the faces behind the
business,'' he noted, referring to the
countless U.S. businesses that are
operated by African-Americans but
owned by white Americans .
But the owner sees Kobos as more
than just a business. According to
.Bow-a, African-Americans must own
buslnesse!i- and control the means of
production if we expect to have a
voice in America. Although business
has been profitable for the couple,
Bowa plans, af some point, to return
to Ghana, his native land. ''We are
just sojourners here," he added.

Ardent

Dear Arden!

continued from

~age

9

and as a result. I have no privacy at
all. Hes even here when she's not.
How can I remedy the situation
without seeming petty, trifling or
jealous?

Third Wheel

Dear Third Wheel,

There Is nolblng !riffing aboul enjoy·
ing a room that you've paid rent for.
Your roommate is taking advantage
of your obvious good nature. She is
being extremely inconsiderate but
maybe she doesn't realize it.
Communication is in order. You
and she may agree that be shouldn't
be in the room when she isn't around
or a schedule in which he may visit.
If push comes to shove, higher
authorities may have to intervene .o r
you may opt to change rooms.
Just remember that there is a solution and now is the time to take action before your peace of mind is

I am about 20 pounds overwe~·ht. My
friends say I would be beauli ul if I'd
just lose the extra weight. 'he pro·
blem is I just can't seem to lose the it.
It Snot as if I been overweight all m}'
whole life. just over the last three years
or so. Please give me a tip on how to
get started.
Having My Cake and Eating_it Too

•

Dear Cake,
It's a known fact that the longer a
person carri.es extra weight, the
harder it is to lose it. Three years does
not necessarily classify you as being
chronically overweight. Here is a
method you can try.
Pick a day in the near future and
target it as the day you will begin to
lose weight. On that day eat about
one-third of what you want to eat.
Do this for however long it takes you
to lose the 20 pounds you want to
lose. In a short perio"d of time you
will be able to eat normally again.
If you stick to it you will be sur·
prised how fast lhe weight will comE

off.

He has University
already begun
to assist the
Howard
community
by • - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - lending some of his garments for exhibition in the Miss College of Fine
Arts Pageant held last Sunday and
possibly the upcoming Homecoming
Fashion Show.
''What Howard University
students do sets the pace in the country. In keeping with Howard!University's mission, take time to look at
what the store offers and" dress in
your own colors and fabrics,•'• he ad- . .
•
vises students.
1
He also encourages the multiethnic D.C. community to take adChemical Enginerrs
vantage of the unique service that his
store -offers.
' 'Like Shakespeare once said, 'For
the apparel oft proclaims the man,'
he said. ''In other words, what you
wear is who you are."

ADVERTISE
in the
HILL 'F~il? ·!·! !
••• call 636-6866.

··

•

At Air Products,
We Want You!
If you're a top-notch Chemical Engineering major
ready for a dynamic career with a fast-growing
Fortune 200 Company, we're interested.
We are Air Products - a technology-driven manufacturer of industrial gases and chemicals. To find
out more about our chemical engineering career
opportunities. visit your Office of Career Planning
and Placement and ask about our on-campus
interview schedule on Tuesday, 25 October 1988.
•

We want to taik to you. ·
•

•

•

CONNECT WITH
THE FUTURE

•

Now you're ready to take a big leap toward success.
And information management con get you there. So connect with Northern Telecom .
We're the world's largest supplier of fully d igital telecommunications systems. And we hove ~areers for new
graduates in engineering and computer science, os well os
in marketing, accounting, finance, business. systems on?
human resources. Besides competitive solor1es, we offer
superb benefits o_nd great locations.
let's talk about your future. A representative will be on
your campus Tuesday, October 18, 1988. Contact us
when we visit your campus, or consult y_our college placement office. We are an equal opportunity employer

m/f/h/v.

'·

'

'
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Hilltopics
- ATTENTION ALL
HOWARD UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Announcemenh

''Faith in Action!'' The Baptist Student
Union invites you to attend our weekly
fellowship on Wednesdays from 5-6pm

in the· basement of Ron kin Chapel.

\

All school clubs and organizations interested irl' participating in the 1988-1989

Homecoming Parade please submit all

The third Planning Committee Meeting
for the 20-Year Commemoration of
AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES at Howard
University will be:
Dote: Monday, Oct 17 1988
Time: 4:00pm
Place: Room 300, Founders Library, The
Afro-American Studies Resource Center.

entrit:.s to Room 109, Blackburn Center

Pre-pharmacy majors - The College of
CAMPUS- PAL Meeting Sunday, Oc- Pharmacy & Pharmacal Sciences is spontober 9th at 3:00pm PROMPT in the soring a very interesting seminar on curUndergraduate Library Lecture Room , rent pharmacy practices for prephormacy maiors on Tuesday October
THE ABRAM HARRIS ECONOMIC 18, 1988 from 5 -6:30pm in Room 207
of the Chauncey I. Cooper Holl (College
SOCIETY
of Pharmacy). Our guest for the seminar
cordially. invites you to our
w111 be Howard Bovell, R.Ph ., proMIX AND MINGLE
prietor of several very successful pharHilltop ~ounge Octa·.ber 12, 1988
macies in the Washington Metropolitan
All rr1aj6rs and faculty are welcome!
area and an alumnus of the College of
Pharmacy. You should arrange your
NAACP SPEAKOUT
schedule so that you con attend this very
Blackburn Center
interesting and valuable seminar.
From Bourgeoisie to Bou levard
A purpos~ of consciousness and prohibition ·01 illegal intoxicants Noon October The Deportment of Personnel .Services'
Recruitment Office will host its SECOND
7; 19BB
ANNUAL JOB FAIR Wednesday. OcLend and Ear and Take a Stand
tober 19, 1988 from 3 - 8pm at the Armour J. Blackburn University Center.
NAACP
TJiis JOB FAIR will allow interviewing
General Body Meeting
October 7. 1988 Douglas Holl Room 116 officials the opportunity to intervi~w and
identify qualified Health Core Piofaat 6:00pm
sionols, Technical & Secretarial Ca•
Establish Freedom Unity
· ''Africa for Africans at : Home and didates for current or anticipated vacancies at a most cost-effective rote. Lost
Abroad''
year's JOB FAl.R produced a number of
TOP QUALITY, Experienced CanTh'e Hea lth Professions Club
w ill hove o meeting on Wednesday, Oc- didates who were employed within the
University and Hospital.
tober 12, 1988 at 5:30pm 1n Locke Hall,
Room 105. All are welcome to attend this For additional information, contact Trudy
Gibbs at 636-7704 OR Morion McMlain
meeting!
at 636-5444.

•

· MAKE YOUR VOTE COUNTI H.U.S. A .
encourages all students to participate in
the upcoming Presidential Election. To
assist you, H .U.S. A. will be sponsoring
a voter registration drive October 3rd-7th
.on the ground floor of the Blackburn
Center, M&W 1 lam-2pm, T,Th&F
11 am-2pm. For those students who are
registered out-of-state, H .U.S. A . will
also have absentee ballot request letters
available. MAKE YOUR VOTE

COUNT?
ZETA PHI BETA
ALPHA CHAPTER
Presents
Stork's Nest '88
We ore accepting donations of baby
clothes, toys, and other items to help
needy teens. October 6 and 7 in
Blackburn Center.
Florido Atlantic University is offering
$9,000 Fellowships for those students interested in specializing in Growth
Management within the MPA Program.
For further information and applicaiton
materials call Professor Richard Brumback (305) 393-3670 or write Sc.hool of
Public Administration, FAU, Boca Raton,
FL 3343 l. Deadline for application is
June 30, 1989.

PHI BETA SIGMA FRATERNITY.INC.

Coming Soon ...
''The Solute To Block Women'' Sponsored by the Undergraduate Student
Assembly. For further information call
Caryn Gay at 636-6918 .

•

MATTINA IMPORTS
Exclusive Cont~emporory Afr ican
Fashions, Arts, Crofts, and Decorative
Baskets at Low Prices!
11212 Grandview Avenue Suite 104

Presents

''Progression of the Afro..American
Man:
How for have we come?''
Wed., October 12, 1988

7,00pm
School of Business Auditorium

Wheaton, MD (301) 949-9770
PSYCHOTHERAPY

We are having a general body meeting
on Wednesday r Oct. 12 1988 in the
Blackburn Center Auditorium at 4pm. All
ore invited to attend. See you there!

MD Club supports the Bison Members
meeting in front of Cromton at 11 :30
before game Sot. October 8, 1988.

-~~~~.,.--~..,--~-..,,.,.--...,.-

The ladies of Sigma Gamma Rho, Inc.
and their Gammetfe Club would like to
express their appreciation to all the
young ladies who attended the rush on
September 29.

You ore cordially invited to the Howard
University Christian
Fellowsh ip
Homecoming Banquet, October 22,
1988, at The Hagates Restaurant, 800
Water Street, S.W. Washington. D.C.
Beginning promptly at 7:00pm.
All Cbristian Students. Alumni, and
Friends are asked to come and make this
first Christion Fellowship Homecoming
Banquet a success.
Tickets for this Semi-Formal event ore
$25.00 and must be purchased by October 15th. For additional information
contact:
Rev. Michael C . Worsley

Notional Association of Black Accountants (MAIA) Metro Chapter will sponsor STUDENT NIGHT October 11, 1988.

529-5734
232-591 B

(Rm.5B5).

1,30-1 Opm

PT

ar

547-1196.
''Pestering on campus. Flexi~le hours -

Call Lisa at 24•-30IP"
DON'T WANT ANOTHER DEAD END
COLLEGE JOB?
Do something to further the cause of
peace and justice · as well as further
yourself. Gain political organizing skills
with SAN E/ FREEZE , a citizen's lobby
working for nuclear disarmament, peace
in Central America, and justice in South
Africa. Training provided. FT/PT,
perm/temp positions available.
$5.201 /hr. Call 544-3929 for interview.
Affirmative Action.
ELECTORAL JOBS- Telefundraise to elect
progressive candidates into office and to
lobby
for
progressive
issues.

5,3Q-9,30pm, $B.00/hr .. Call B2B-0905
The YMCA is now hiring tutors for our
Fall Tutoral program. Salary $6.00/hr .
Interested Persdns: Call 398-2600

I thank you for all the love arid support
that I received last Monday night. t don't
know what I would have done without
you. Who could ever doubt Delta's close
sisterhood!?!
I love you!!!

To Kim E. :
Congratulations on your first byline!
Nice reporting. Moy there be many
more stories for you.
Your secret.

33-A-B?
Skee-Wee!
Every Thursday night at the Eostside
Nightclub is College Ladie~ Night all you
, need is a college ID no age requirement
$150.00 dance contest ladies free from
10pm - 12mid. Gents $1before1lpm.
1824 1/2 St. Sw. Sunday night is Ladies
Night at the Roxy 121 4 18th St ; NW
Ladies free til l lpm .
Todd Johnson Productions

Adams .Morgan YMCA needs college
students to tutor elementary school kids.
Pay $6 .00/hr. for more information coll
''The.DC Rope Crisis Center will be training volunteers for our counseling and
community education programs, beginning in October. Call 232-0789."
National Marketing Firm seeks ambitious
Junior, Senior, or Graduate Student to
manage on-campus promotions for top
notional companies this semester. Flexible hours with earnings potential to
$2,500. Call Lisane or Judy C. at 1(800)

Volunteer to tutor today!
Gain a special friend!
New Community After School
& Advocacy Program
614SStreet, NW
Near Howard! Call 232-0457

Saturday October, 15 1988
From 1Opm - until. General $3 , $2 for
Greeks w/letters, $2 for ladies before 12
midnight!
Shuttle bus provided from the Quad.

A TIENTION LIBERAL
ARTS STUDENTS
Beginning October 11, 1988 you may
make appointments for advising for
Spring Registration. You may call
636-6985 or come to the Educational Advisory Center Locke Holl, Room 110 to
make appointment.
Thank you

IT'S COMING !
THE BLOCKBUSTER II
HOWARD UNIVERSITY'S PREMIER
HOMECOMING EXTRAVAGANZA
... AND YOU THOUGHT IT WAS
SAFE TO PUT THAT "CAB" DRESS

6,30 - 9 OOpm
at
HOWARD INN

AWAY

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.

HELP WANTED, RNs,LPNs, NURSING
STUDENTS FOR HOME CARE. Choose

your schedule. Coll AlphO Home Care,
Inc. at 524-5505
Clerical - P/T days, flexible hours, good
typing & communication skills a must.
Car and cumputer experience hlepful. K
Street Office. Call 783-6488.

Personals

will be at the MABA meeting
Room 317 SPBA
11 - 12Noon

HARRY S. TRUMAN
SCHOLARSHIP

Two Pioneer Speakers! lr:i great condition. They're practically brand new! Only
$40 for the pair. Call me 526-1771 (leave messege).
Rooms far Rent: quiet enviornment for
~tudy; near Howard University; Kitchenlau ndry fa cilities; coll 291-5819
Evenings.
Georgetown professional female to share
a 3 bedroom house near G-2 bus line.
Washer/Dryer, backyard, fireplace. Rent

$395. Call 333-B050.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE
UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
OFFER

A FOREIGN SERVICE CAREER
Representing the Untted States abroad as a
Foreign Service Officer
•

The Initial Step:

The Annual Foreign Service
Written Examination
December 3, 1988

Dead/in! for receipt of application:
October 14, 1988
You may obtain an application by calling (703) 875-7108
(24 hour line) or by writing:
U.S. Department of State
Recruitment Division (CN)
P.O. Box 9317 Rosslyn Station
Arlington, VA 22209
or at you Career Planning and Placement Office

Eligibility Requirements:
be eligible to take the Foreign Service Written Examination, applicants must be:
'
To

• Citizens of the Unijed States

You mean a lot to me
To make it post 3
Forever ,

A.G .
ToeDoddy and Scott Nut,
Its been so real! Cemie
and, I are really going to
miss you two. I STILL
WANT A KEY. Miss SANCTIONS,
we still love you anyway .
Sincere cOngrotulations!
love,
yvonne b.

To the ladies licensed
5*-01-16-20 Groove:

$12 at the door

Jobs

•

Where
Were
You?
You heard the same thing all summer
lon g: Garbage near our oceans,
hospitals waste on our shores, and
pesticides in our groundwater. Where
were we? In our communities working to
solve these problems. Work with CLEAN
. W·ATER ACTION and be o part of the
solution. Learn grassroots organizing,

• Available for WORLDWIDE ASSIGNMENT, including
Washington, D;c .

under the

IT'S ABOUT THAT TIME!!!!
EE-1-KEE/SR-3/SPB7
-

-

.

Lumpy
_ ~ -· - ··
! never stopped caring for you, but I
realize that I con nO longer aspire for that
special place in your heart. I can't help
buf despise the man who finally wins you
over, but if you keep me straight, maybe
one day I will be' able to accept bei119
'just friends.'
Yo-Joy
By way of Nairobi

Come to Destination MBA.
A seminar for Black and Hispanic
college students and graduates.
These free seminars give you practical advice about earni ng an MBA .

You'll learn about financial aid and admission requirements. And, best of
all, you' II hear from successfu l MBA graduates who will tell .you about
potential management careers.

300 Army/Navy Dr.

A .C. Darlin'
You soy you ore looking for someone
that you can trust; I can be trusted. The
question is, con you?!? Your time is running out so do the right thing.
The Right Man

Arlington, .VA
You 're also invited to meet represen·

flotlonol

tatives from nationwide graduate
business schools at the MBA Forum
Trom noon to 4p. m.

or lll•~al< f'la.t.o

•
•

- -·THE
HILLTOP
- -

AD
DEADLINE
IS FRIDAY
•

I

Headquarters for
Washington's
Largest Selection
of Champion
Actlvewear and
official Howard
University sweats

BY 5
p.m ••••••
'''''

•

•

'

LAYERS

Architects Engineers Planners Surveyors

R

•

Acllvewear For Active People
3269 M Sl1eet, N.W 337-6666

F0 R
.,
DETAILS
·- · CALL
.
636-6866
-- ~

OF GEORGETOWN

An equal opportunity employer.

Dewberry & Davis

!loo<l~ty

l'ISHl"IBA

Dewberry & Davis

(703) 849-0462

l

The 1988 Destination MBA Seminar will be held :
National Clarion Hotel
October 8 9a.m. to noon

•

You're about to embark on one of the biggest milestones in your life
- the start of your career. It's important that you choose carefully.
That you choose a place where there is room tor your career to
grow ... that's proven itself in the industry ... and that rewards
you wi~h new challenges and new opportun ities. A place, like Dew berry & Davis.
We are the 42nd largest arch itectural and engineering consulting
firm in the country according to the ENA Top 500. Combine our
leadership with our full-service capabilities and you're on your way
to the top of your field. And to a great future.
•
Plus, we offer a variety of locations throughout Virginia, Maryland,
North Carolina, and Tennessee. If you're looking to bu ild a reward ing career - with an industry leader - stop by your Career
Placement Office today and request an interview. If you are unable
to meet with us, send your resume to:

•

•

•

A Great Future Starts
With Dewberry & Davis

Attn: Katherine Hartman ·
8401 Arlington Boulevard
Fair1ax, VA 22031

-

An' Equal Opportunity Employer

.

On-Campus Interviews
October 17

•

D.L.P.B.

Tickets may be purchased at Cromton
Auditorium
...
$1 O in advance

If you are a sophmore with a 3.0 GPA
and an interest in a career in government, stop by Locke Holl, Room B-16
before October 25 .

FOR SALE

Too much coffee
For on man's-cream
Loving his daughter
A Howard man's dream!

Sat urday, October 15, 1988
11 p.m. - Until
Washington Plaza Hotel
(Moss. and Vermont Ave .)
Semi-Formal Attire

Reception to Follow in the Faculty Lounge

F.. Rent/Sale

MAXWELL

A Cabaret

Oct. 11, 19BB

'

•

"Nights Over Egypt''

Amereoda Hess Co.

•

• At least 20 years old on the date of the examination

2nd Lt L.B.

Beto Chapter
presents

Wa lter Vertreace
speaking for

All distinguished-looking men who ore
interested in being escorts for the Miss
Howard Pageant come by the Homecoming Office today only!! Ask. for Tonya
Burke.

13-A-BB
T.T.B.O.D.

592-2121.

Hause, 1327 R St. NW

--·

5-lOpm . Coll

Come party with us at the Sigma Frat

Maryland Cl-Gb Meeting
Tues. Oct.11, 1988 at 6:30pm . In the
Forum-Blackburn Center.

For depression/anxiety, addictions
(eating disorders}, relationships/ sexuality, life transitions. stress. Free consul tati on: GEORGETOWN, Tara-Morie
Linne. LCSW 337~7079

Hey, Meet me at Noonday Prayer from
12 to 1pm on Wednesday and Fridays
in Andrew Rankin Chapel. We'll be
chillin in the word.
Tell them J.C. From Nazereth sent you.

<

THE DEBONAIRE
BROTHERS
OF
PHI BETA SIGMA FRAT .. INC.
ALPHA CHAPTER
&
ZETA PHI BETA SOR .. INC.
SAY

"DON'T BELIEVE THE HYPE"

SwP.nt~h1rt ord~rs.

$30- 40/eyening

FT

Lynda 332-BOl3

ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY.INC.
~LPHA CHAPTER

COME AND JOIN THE MOST
ELITE PERSObJAUTIES IN DC, H.U.'s.
CHOCOLATE CITY CLUB!

The CHOCOLATE CITY CLUB is tentatively sponsoring a bake sole today in
the School of Business Student Lounge.
Come our to support the Club and satisfy
your sweet tooth! There will be plenty
of goodies for everyone!

$275-400/wk

To my illustrious sorors of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority, Inc.

&

FREE ISLAMIC STUDIES COURSE
Every Thursday 7:00pm-9:00pm Room
L41-Undergraduate Library September
15, 1988- December 1, 1988
Taught By:
The Internationally Renowned Imam Siraj
Wahhai
All ore invited so come and ~e
enlightened!

fundroising, and citizen lobbying. Earn

•

'

.·

.

-
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